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THE RECORDS:
WHERE ARCHIVAL

UNIVERSALITY RESIDES
LUCIANA DURANTI

ABSTRACT: Media of communication, particularly material media, are seen by
some as the main factor of an increasing cultural integration towards Marshall
McLuhan's global village, and by others as the core component of a common
supra-national and supra-ethnical culture. Archivists in North America have
tended to act from within their own culture, and to reject the idea of a universal
body of knowledge, on the grounds that records are unique expressions of
unique societies. Will they be able to cope with the global record of a very close
future without the support of a global conceptual underpinning? This article
maintains that, albeit unrecognized by many, a common body of theoretical and
methodological archival knowledge has existed for a long time and has guided
the practices of archival professionals everywhere, and that such body of
knowledge rests on the universal nature of records, a nature that will allow
archivists to cope with the challenges presented by the new global forms of
communication.

This article is a revision of the Plenary Address given by the author at the
Midwest Archives Conference Meeting, October 14-16, 1993, in Davenport,
Iowa.

In 1951, Harold Innis, precursor and inspirer of Marshall McLuhan, wrote:

"A medium of communication has an important influence on the dissemina-
tion of knowledge over space and over time and it becomes necessary to
study its characteristics in order to appraise its influence in its cultural set-
ting."'

The term "medium of communication" included a large number of entities,
which Innis distinguished in two categories, those presenting a "bias of space"
and those reflecting a "bias of time." Examples of the former category were
roads and canals, as means of extending control over territories; and examples
of the latter were institutions, as means of exercising control over some specific
interest, form of knowledge, or commodity.

Innis believed that, among all media of communication, the material media
have the most influence on their own content: clay tablets could not contain
much information and could not be easily disseminated, but their physical
endurance made their content lasting and provided them with a bias of time; on
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the other hand, paper is fragile and its life-span is relatively short, but its easy
transmission and distribution make its contents widely known and provide it
with a bias of space.

Innis also believed that material media have a formative influence on con-
cepts and on the human psyche: thus, for example, technological innovations
have altered the balance between time and space in favor of space, and imposed
linear patterns of thought.2 Innis might have gone one step further by suggesting
that new technologies could change or undo what the previous technologies had
done. But it was Marshall McLuhan who first proposed it.3

In his introduction to Innis' The Bias of Communication, McLuhan remarked
that Innis "had hit upon the means of using history as the physicist uses the
cloud chamber. By bouncing the unknown form against known forms, he dis-
covered the nature of new or little known form." 4 This methodological discov-
ery resulted from Innis' ability to understand structure and to distinguish form
from content, an ability shared by McLuhan who, however, later proceeded to
reintegrate the two in his expression the medium is the message, meaning that
"content itself should be thought of as form, the content of any medium being
always another medium."5

McLuhan took from Innis the profound belief that the world is shaped by
communication media, but he extended their influence beyond specific cultural
settings. His metaphor of the global village refers to more than the interdepen-
dent modern world, as it implicitly argues that world events are all related to
communication systems.6 If this is true, that is, if systems of communication-
and, within them, media of communication-structure the world, and the causes
and effects of their changes are not national or continental, but world-wide, then
they also determine the way in which people perceive the world. This runs
counter to the idea that culture, in its most inclusive meaning, shapes the way in
which people perceive the world, their "world-view."

People's World- Views

A people's world-view can be seen as an entity "composed of two interrelat-
ed parts: first, the notion of how the world is structured, of how its parts have
been fashioned into a cohesive whole; and second, a set of rules by which that
structure is set into motion" and of ideas on "how that motion can be controlled
and directed." 7 How can systems of communication be so powerful to overcome
the immense distance among the world-views of culturally different peoples?
For example, we know that time is one of the core elements of communication,
but the concept of time, which is a determinant of the entire system of relation-
ships of a people, is culturally bound, and cannot be artificially unified. To
illustrate this point, three specific and diverse peoples are examined: Canadian
Native Indians, Chinese, and Western Europeans.

To Native Indians time is cyclical and so is causality. The events of the past
directly affect the present and the future. Human beings are part of an interact-
ing continuum including animals and spirits. These can influence the course of
events in terms of their interrelationships with human beings.8 In Native soci-
eties, "problem analysis is contextual and experiential rather than rational."
Decision making consists of a dialogue in which dissent is respected, and the
debate continues until consensus is reached. The decision itself and the action
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following it depend on the specific time and place in which the issue arises, and
do not bind those who remain in disagreement. Thus, the chief functions pri-
marily as a mediator, and the status quo tends to prevail.9 Eric Colvin believes
that to call the Native system "non-legal" or "pre-legal" is a mistake. In fact, if
"a legal system is defined...as union of primary rules of substantive obligation
and secondary rules of procedure, the conditions for its existence can be met
within a system of mediation ....The authority of rules can be accepted without
their necessarily determining the outcome of a dispute."' 0

In the Native legal system, oral information is trustworthy if its context of
transmission is trustworthy. "The formal telling of the 'oral tradition' in the
feast, together with the display of crests and the performance of songs, wit-
nessed and confirmed by the chiefs of other Houses, constitute not only the offi-
cial history of the House, but also the evidence of its title to its territory and the
legitimacy of its authority over it...They represent also its spirit power."" In
fact, traditional Native societies are holistic: they do not separate spirituality
from other aspects of life, and believe that human beings can be affected by
events in the past, present and future. Also their notion of space is flexible, and
their forms of communication are multi-sensual.' 2

The Chinese concept of time is plural, and characterized by a succession of
times. It reflects Chinese social organization and its interest in hierarchy and
stability, as well as the Chinese concept of space, which has been adapted
through collective collaboration and experience to social life. In the cultural
context, continuity in time and unity in space have been favored by the Chinese
language. In it, each word is immutable, no matter how it is used: the tense of
verbs and number of nouns are revealed by the context of the phrase. With this
characteristic remaining stable, Chinese language has really taken two very dif-
ferent forms: a colloquial form, which is subject to constant phonetic change,
and a written form, which has crystallized in an established grammar and
vocabulary, widely different from the colloquial ones. The domination of the
classical form of written language has prevented the emergence of regional
styles and types of writings, and assured the preservation of a means of commu-
nication equally accessible to every literate Chinese.' 3

Although the Chinese have made very little use of logical methods, no people
have tried harder and more consistently to achieve balance and harmony, and to
reduce all phenomena under sets of orderly, all inclusive schemes. The Chinese
have constantly attempted to divide both the human and the physical worlds
into a number of fixed categories, and to classify each entity under one of them.
This "categorical" thinking made them disregard the use of the empirical
method of observation and fail to produce noticeable results in the natural sci-
ences.

Governmental and administrative activity have always been considered by
the Chinese the highest plane of human endeavor. The official law has operated
solely in a vertical direction, from the state upon the individual, and never hori-
zontally between individuals. Government has tended to function separately
from the legal system. The Chinese Empire looked upon itself as the universe,
conceived as composed of concentric circles becoming more and more bar-
barous the further they were from the Chinese core. Interestingly, the bureaucra-
cy of contemporary China-writes Etienne Balazs-"re-creates many of the
patterns of thought and organization belonging to the old Chinese scholar-offi-
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cials, beginning with intolerance and the single-party system, continuing
through monopoly of public opinion, education, and foreign trade, and ending
with collective responsibility...worship of discipline...," the whole set of
Confucianist virtues and of its non-religious, rationalist outlook, conformist and
traditionalist. 4 This outlook inspired through the centuries the Chinese approach
to records creation and maintenance, which could be described as one of infinite
care, accuracy, and respect for form, structure, and hierarchy, as well as for per-
manence and inviolability.

Balazs also pointed out that a glance at the social structure of China would be
sufficient to notice a curious reciprocity with Western Europe: "Everything con-
vex on one side is concave on the other. One is almost tempted to speak of a
European Yang and a corresponding Chinese Yin."'"

In European societies, causality is viewed as direct and linear. Time moves
forward, has a capacity for infinite extension and for very limited adaptation.
The Western world-view sees the essential and primary interactions as being
those taking place in a horizontal plane between human beings. The Western
European world is often described as an industrialized society, characterized by
competitive capitalism, liberal and democratic leanings, and a structure based
on free labor and a technology resulting from a science of nature that uses
mechanical, mathematical, and experimental methods. The European civiliza-
tion is usually defined as "rationalistic, individualistic, and nationalistic," with
features inherited partly from the Mediterranean city-states, and partly from the
enlightened despotism.' 6 Most European societies have lived for a long time in a
predominantly literate and visually oriented culture, and their courts reflect this
focus by their dependence upon written proof and eyewitness testimony.' 7

Western European societies are impatient and competitive: they seldom take
the time to reach consensus. In their distinctive "mode of legal reasoning, the
primary criteria for decision making are fixed and abstract rules. The participa-
tion of the parties therefore focuses on argument with respect to the interpreta-
tion and application of those rules."' 8

How can the Western European world-view encounter and share the Native
Indian holistic approach to life, its contextually variable notions of time and
space, its all pervasive spirituality, which affects and is affected by events both
in the past and in the future, and communicates and interacts with animals and
spirits, in a continuum taking multisensorial forms? And how can both world-
views, the European and the Native Indian, encounter and share the unchanging
character of the Chinese world-view, the permanence of its bureaucracy, the
perenniality of its virtues, the vertical (top-down, bottom up) direction of its
communication, its conformist inflexible outlook?

They cannot, just like oral tradition (the Native Indian administrative memo-
ry), written facts and acts (the Western European administrative memory), and
copies of written actions (the Chinese administrative memory) cannot serve
their purposes other than within the world-view of which each is product and
residue. Thus, in Native Indian society, new oral traditions constantly replace
the obsolete ones, which sink into oblivion and die peacefully, allowing the sys-
tem's memory to remain young, always in the belief that it is old. Thus, in
Western European societies, written facts and acts do not die as peacefully, but
retain their life in archives and "can be resurrected to inform, impress or mysti-
fy future generations."' '9 And as well, in Chinese society, the perpetual re-copy-
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ing of written testimonials of actions sustain the continuity that constitutes the
most significant feature of that system.

Nevertheless, in the unified world we are moving towards, these distinct soci-
eties will be pulsating with the same rhythm. We are already witnessing a con-
vergence in developments such as we have never seen before. In China, in the
past few decades, there has been a "movement to discard the classical language
in favor of a more flexible form of literary expression modelled closely on the
grammar and vocabulary of the spoken language." 20 Aboriginal people (an
increasingly prevailing term for Native Indians) have begun communicating in
writing to support cultural self-determination, to provide their children with
educational resources, to afford the community control over outside research
into itself, and to pursue self-government in a positive way. And Western
European societies, mesmerized by electronic communication, become again,
after a thousand years, action oriented.2' The self-evident reason is that electron-
ic communication.has changed the system base of laws, forms, and events. As
Frank Upward sharply explains, law is uncertain "because forms are embryonic
and the capacity to capture events is questionable. Forms are embryonic
because the legal requirements are not there and the nature of electronic transac-
tionality is not properly understood. Events are not suitably captured because
new forms of recordkeeping have not stabilized and regulation is imprecise or
absent.

22

This increasing convergence of different societies, undoubtedly related to
communication-in the all inclusive sense given to the word by Innis-reveals
itself in the context of the record, and is determining the development of a
shared world-view that does not replace the pre-existent ones, but attempts to
live with them in a relation of complementarity and continuity.

Confronted with these new, global developments, what is the archivist to do?
Withdraw in his or her own cultural environment and cultivate the memorials of
past actions and events? Or rather, attempt to understand the new ways in which
the world communicates and the material media of this communication, the new
shared, global, universal record? How can he or she do it?

The Concept of Record

It is true that we can understand only what we already know, but Innis
reminded us of a simple method of knowing what we have never encountered
before, of discovering the nature of things new or little known: by bouncing
unknown forms against known forms we should be able to see the familiar in
what is unfamiliar. What is it that all archivists know? What is the form most
familiar to them? They know what a record is, at least in a literate society. It
might be argued, on the basis of evidence presented by Clancy23 and others, that
there is a large measure of continuity between non-literate and literate societies,
and therefore between oral and written records, and this continuity might be
seen as functional equivalence. If so, there would be no conceptual difference
between an oral tradition and a written record. Moreover, oral memory is very
similar to a specific type of written memory, the electronic one, in two funda-
mental ways. First, all the contents of each are stored and communicated in the
same extrinsic form, a form that does not allow for an immediate and easy iden-
tification of the nature and purpose of the message preserved and/or conveyed.
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Second, the preservation of both oral and electronic memory depends on proac-
tive effort, on systematic migration from one carrier to another, on periodic
reshaping of the information in contemporarily intelligible formats, on the pres-
ence of circumstantial guarantees of trustworthiness in the creation and trans-
mission processes, on the existence of external evidence for support and authen-
tication, and on continuous elimination of the redundant and the superfluous.
Indeed, it might be concluded that written and oral records are so conceptually
close, that any archivist who can identify the one can certainly understand the
other.

North American archivists have defined records in two ways. One way is
"recorded information, '24 that is, a message set down in a more or less fixed
form on some kind of carrier. The intent to convey the message, to keep it for
later recall, is revealed by the fact that it is recorded. The other way is by
Schellenberg's words: "all books, papers, maps, photographs, or other docu-
mentary materials, regardless of physical form or characteristics, made or
received by any public or private institution in pursuance of its legal obligations
or in connection with the transaction of its proper business and preserved or
appropriate for preservation by that institution or its legitimate successor as
evidence of its functions, policies, decisions, procedures, operations, or other
activities or because of the informational value of the data contained therein. 25

This definition begins by saying that records comprise all documents of whatev-
er type and form (also documents are defined as recorded information in
North American archival glossaries). However, it proceeds to point out that,
while all records are necessarily documents, not all documents are records, but
only those created in the course of the conduct of affairs and preserved.
Thus, Schellenberg's definition can be simply restated as follows: records are
"document(s) created or received and maintained by an agency, organization, or
individual in pursuance of legal obligations or in the transaction of business."
This definition, taken from the most recent American glossary, 26 is virtually
identical to the definition of archival documents provided by most European
and, lately, Australian theorists, and this means that records share all the charac-
teristics of archival documents.27

Therefore, both records and archival documents have a special relationship
with their creator and its context, and must be examined in such context; a spe-
cial relationship with the actions and transactions they are meant to carry out or
provide evidence of, and must be understood through them; and, a special rela-
tionship with the documents in the same information system, and must be ana-
lyzed in their documentary context. As a consequence of all this, every record-
or archival document-has a carrier, an intellectual form, a content, persons
involved in its creation (author, writer or originator, addressee, creator of the
aggregation in which the record belongs), and effects related to the action in
which the record participated and to the will of its author. 28

Can the definition of records, as known to archivists and dissected above,
help us to understand the new forms of communication that are irreversibly
transforming our self-contained cultural worlds in McLuhan's global village,
and to acquire control over all the various transitory forms leading to the global
and universal record that are generated by the struggle of cultural interaction?

The definition of records presented above is certainly true, because it refers to
actual qualities and components of the record. However, more than one defini-
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tion of the same entity may be true, if such definitions are framed for different
purposes, and this means that, in each given context, one definition is truer than
another. Thus, each given definition, in order to be useful, must not only be
true, but also be suitable in the context in which it is formulated, that derives
from the purpose for which the definition is intended. Considering this, the
question we need to ask is: how well does the definition of records discussed
above suit its context, that is, its purpose?

What is the purpose for which archivists define records? Generally speaking,
they define records in order to be able to recognize them in the vast array of
types of information, and to treat them according to their nature, so that their
essential qualities will be preserved together with their authenticity and their
capacity to convey the message they carry with them. Within such general pur-
pose, archivists' specific-even if unspoken-purpose, is to treat records as
their "known entity" against which they can bounce the unknown entities they
must understand by analogy.

Given these purposes, what is then the context of the definition of records
that archivists have framed? Certainly not one that is bound to culture or tradi-
tion, because a definition formulated in such type of context would only guide
them to the recognition of unknown entities within the same context, while the
entities archivists have to understand belong to different world-views evolving
towards a global interdependent culture, at least with respect to the communica-
tion system it will share. Thus, the context in which the definition must be true
is one that is relevant to every culture without being dependent on any, one that
can be used by every culture without becoming its own unique product: a theo-
retical context.

The Context of the Concept of Record

What is theory? In his book Archival Theory, Records, and the Public, Trevor
Livelton identifies three types of theory: theory as hypothesis, theory as a pro-
grammatic scheme of ideas, and theory as an explanatory scheme of ideas.29 He
believes that archivists have used theory in three different ways. The first way is
programmatic and relates the term archival theory to the archivists' thinking
about their work for the purpose of ultimately improving archival practice. This
way of using the term makes it synonymous with thought, tends to create an
artificial dichotomy between thinking and doing, and does not allow for a useful
identification of different kinds of thought. The second way also is programmat-
ic and relates the term archival theory to the overall purpose and meaning of
archival work, and to the identity of archivists. Its aim is to direct archival
thought and archival work as one integrated whole. The third way is explanato-
ry and refers the term archival theory to ideas that illustrate the facts available
to archivists for understanding their field.

To Livelton, the most useful way to see and use theory is as a scheme of
ideas, whether programmatic or explanatory, as an "organized conceptual
knowledge resulting from the analysis of basic archival ideas." In this definition
of theory, "analysis" involves examining the meaning and character of an idea,
and "basic archival ideas" are those concerning the nature of the material
archivists deal with, records that is-or archival documents. These ideas are
basic because other ideas are based on them, so that "archival theory as a whole
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can be characterized overall within a logical framework of ideas and their rela-
tions." '30 These ideas and their relations are instrumentalized by methodology,
that draws them from their level of abstraction and directs them "towards con-
crete results in the world, just as a janus-faced intermediary between what at
times seems the two solitudes of the theorist and the practitioner." '3'
Nevertheless, Livelton does not dismiss archival theory as hypothesis or specu-
lation, because the development of theory assumes the existence of a starting
point and a progression from it to organized knowledge. He insists, however,
that hypotheses, speculations, and intuitions must be brought into the light, ana-
lyzed, and developed in order to build knowledge.

Viewing archival theory as conceptual knowledge allows one to distinguish
it from other types of archival knowledge, such as scholarly and empirical
knowledge. It also allows one to consider the programmatic and explanatory
approaches mentioned earlier as two aspects of a unified approach, brought
together by their equal subordination to the overall mission of the archival work
and the archival profession. Moreover, viewing archival theory as self-con-
scious analysis of ideas is useful to archivists' work and to the development of
their thinking. Such analysis can make us discover "the way in which we have
unwittingly allowed our (cultural) environment to shape our ideas, and then to
judge whether that shape is truly fitting. Analysis itself, or the habit of mind that
it may engender, can also guard against easy acceptance of habitual or suppos-
edly self-evident notions, while at the same time opening up and clarifying
alternative views....In exploring alternative views, we can discover new possi-
bilities, different potential directions in which we might travel. '32

The latter statement relates directly to the reason for which the meaning and
nature of archival theory have been introduced: the definition of records and its
usefulness for understanding the new media of communication, the shared,
global record of tomorrow.

Testing the Concept of Record Against People's World-Views

The definition of records, as formulated by archivists in the context of
archival theory, has been examined on the assumption that, being fully indepen-
dent of specific cultural contexts, it should be powerful enough to be universally
applicable and capable of revealing the record substance of unknown communi-
cation media. This assumption can be tested now by applying that definition to
communication media generated in societies having very different, possibly
irreconcilable world-views, such as the ones described earlier. In consideration
of the fact that the definition in question was developed in a Western society
that shared much of the cultural framework of Western Europe, and given the
parallelism existent between such definition and the European concept of
archival document, it is already known that the theoretical concept of records
applies to the communication media of Western Europe, therefore the test will
be conducted only with respect to the communication media of Aboriginal and
Chinese societies.

In Aboriginal societies, the term "oral tradition" refers both to the acts of
remembering and transmitting orally, and to the object of remembrance and
transmittal. This object has both an informational content and an intellectual
form which are perceived aurally, sustained mnemonically, recited orally, and
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by recitation passed on to subsequent remembrancers. Aboriginal oral traditions
are created and preserved to transmit, from generation to generation, laws, terri-
torial titles and allotments, hereditary privileges, socio-cultural and spiritual
customs and values, family and tribal histories, and stories of creation and
momentous natural and supernatural events.33 Is it possible to refer to
Aboriginal oral traditions as to the Aboriginal records? Do these traditions fit
the concept expressed by the definition archival theory provides?

The concept posits that, to have records, we must have information (i.e. an
understandable message) conveyed (i.e. created and used) as part of purposeful
activity, in the pursuit of practical ends, as byproduct of such activity.
Furthermore, this information is stored and deemed worthy of retention by its
creator for its own future reference. Finally, record material, is strictly related to
its context of creation and preservation.

The Aboriginal, or Native Indian, context has been described as holistic: it
does not separate spirituality from other aspects of life; transactions with ani-
mals, fishes, and spirits are more important for carrying out daily business than
those with human beings; and survival depends on the ability to adapt to chang-
ing circumstances while maintaining one's own identity. Oral tradition is an
integral, active, and vital part of the pursuance of these practical ends. If passed
on and received in a sacred ceremony, the information and evidence transmitted
are sacred, authentic, and trustworthy. The remembrancer is no different from
any medium of communication, and its storage function is as reliable as that of
any other medium. It might be objected that this "human storage" periodically
drops some information from its memory while adding some more. It certainly
does, because it needs to, for adaptation and survival. This is what authentic and
reliable evidence is to aboriginal societies: a fixed intellectual form with a con-
tent slightly changing over the centuries, yet probably more permanent than
Western European records, and certainly with a "bias of time" with respect to
them-to use Innis's concept.

Thus, Aboriginal oral traditions fit perfectly the definition of records, that is,
they do as long as they remain oral. The moment in which they are recorded by
members or for the purposes of other societies on material media, extracted
from their proper carrier and information context, and frozen as to their con-
tents, oral traditions lose their record nature and become a record of how the
other society perceives Native Indian tradition.

In the Chinese society, the approach to information generated and preserved
as part of societal actions has not changed greatly from the times of Imperial
China, being pervaded by the general Confucianist outlook. Therefore, in order
to test the validity of the theoretical definition of records in the Chinese envi-
ronment, it is not inappropriate to examine the material created when the
Chinese world-view was at the apex of its distinctiveness, that is, during the
Imperial period.

In Imperial China, scribes used to sit at both sides of the Emperor during his
audiences and in the course of political discussions. They wrote the "Diaries of
Activity and Repose" in the former case, and the "Records of Current
Government" in the latter. Other officials minuted the discussions of the Six
Boards. Periodically, historiography officials compiled the "Daily Records"
assembling together all the decision-making that had occurred each day. Only
insignificant matters were left out. Passages difficult to understand were slightly
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improved. Otherwise, all texts were recorded without alteration. Causal connec-
tions and temporal sequence were to be made evident. The content could not be
changed or modified under any circumstance. The compilers were strictly pro-
hibited from expressing their own opinions or praise and blame. Until the com-
pletion of the work, they were not permitted to get in touch with people from
outside, as these might have had an interest in influencing them.

When the work was completed, the writings on which the compilation was
based were burned, and the "Daily Records" were safeguarded in metal chests.
At the end of the life of each Emperor, they were used for writing the "Veritable
Records" according to the same type of procedure. Two manuscript copies of
the "Veritable Records" were presented to the new Emperor in a minutely pre-
scribed official ceremony. Then, the first copy was put under seal, initially in
the Grand Secretariat, and later in the Imperial Historical Archives, and was
never taken out again. In fact, it was meant to constitute the fundamental source
for the compilation of the official history of the dynasty by later generations (it
was de facto the only source, as the original records, and even the first genera-
tion of copies of them, had been destroyed). The duplicate copy of the
"Veritable Records" was kept for reference for the Emperor and all the Imperial
officers.34

Can the Chinese "Veritable Record" fit the definition of record provided by
archival theory? They are certainly the byproduct of a communication process
that served purposeful activity. While decision-making in Imperial China was
essentially oral, evidence of it had to be provided in a written form and pre-
served for future reference by its creator or legitimate successor. In its specific
cultural context, the creation and preservation of such evidence was highly reli-
able: in a country based on respect, humility, docility, obedience, submission,
and subordination, not only a faithful reporting of facts and acts was to be
expected, but also the copying and re-copying over many years could be consid-
ered trustworthy. In fact, the magic of the word, and the attitude of pious respect
toward everything that was written made texts sacrosanct in China, and created
the habit of leaving them unaltered. Everyone "was brought up to recite texts by
heart, and had an unconscious and instinctive horror of changing something that
had been said once and for all." Still today, Chinese historians use the art of
quotation to the extreme: the copyist side of the modem Chinese historian is
inseparable from the traditional function of Chinese historians as official com-
pilers of the "Veritable Records." Therefore, the "Veritable Records" do fit the
definition of records of archival theory.35

Conclusion

If the concept of record developed in the context of archival theory can be
fruitfully used in the context of societies with world-views as diverse as the
Western European, the Canadian Native Indians, and the Chinese, it is possible
to conclude that the initial assumption that such a concept, being divorced from
cultural biases, is universally applicable, is true.

If such concept is universally applicable, then it can be used as the known
entity within a physicist's cloud chamber: archivists can bounce against it all
the unknown forms that are presented to them as "the new communication
media," and seek to understand them by sheer comparison. This process can
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then be repeated with all the other "ideas" that archival theorists have developed
over the centuries by building over the "basic idea" of what a record is. After
all, isn't this what theory is all about? A point of reference, a means for discov-
ery, the common foundation of a profession's knowledge?
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WOMEN ARCHIVISTS
IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT:

A GLASS CEILING?
LINDA J. HENRY

ABSTRACT: The status of female federal archivists in 1992 shows considerable
improvement over their status in 1974. Nevertheless, their numbers and repre-
sentation in mid- and upper-level positions remain lower than that of male fed-
eral archivists. The lower numbers furthermore constitute a pipeline problem:
Fewer women than men are in position for promotion to the highest levels. This
study finds that years of government service and education, two of the most
important factors in career advancement, account for only a small portion of the
disparity between men and women archivists. Any glass ceiling that exists,
therefore, must depend on other factors.

Over the last two decades, the number of women employed by the federal
government greatly increased, and women's representation in white-collar,
executive branch jobs grew from 41 percent in 1974 to 48 percent in 1990. Yet
a study by the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board found that federal women
still hold a small percentage of high-level positions and that a "glass ceiling,"
subtle barriers bearing no relationship to women's qualifications, limits
women's advancement.' Has this been true for women archivists in the federal
government? This study compares the status of federal women archivists in
1974 and 1992. It further presents results with a comparison group: women pro-
fessionals and administrators in the federal government as a whole in 1974 and
1990, as reported in the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board's study, A
Question of Equity: Women and the Glass Ceiling in the Federal Government.

The Glass Ceiling study and this current statistical study of archivists draw
on data compiled by the U.S. Officee of Personnel Management (OPM). The
OPM's Central Personnel Data File (CPDF) is a computerized database with
information on approximately two million civilian employees. Most employees
of the executive branch are included, with exceptions such as the Central
Intelligence Agency, but not all employees from the judicial or legislative
branch are included in the database.2 The CPDF is scheduled by the U.S.
National Archives and Records Administration for permanent retention, and the
Center for Electronic Records currently holds data from 1973, when the file
began, through 1984. This study used the file from 1974, and OPM made an
extract from its December 1992 file for this study.3
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Some explanation of federal job classifications and grade levels will help in
understanding this study. Each federal job category (archivist, librarian, histori-
an, etc.) is assigned a job classification number, and archivists are number 1420
in any federal agency. Besides being assigned a job classification number, each
federal employee has a grade level rating from grade 1, with the lowest pay
level, through grade 18, the highest pay level. Since 1978 most grade 16-18
positions have become Senior Executive Service, or SES, positions. A job clas-
sification is often linked to a minimum grade level for entry and also may have
a career ladder of advancement through several grades. For example, at the
National Archives a typical archivist with a Master's degree enters at grade 7.
With one year of training and satisfactory performance, the archivist becomes a
grade 9 and in another year a grade 11, the journeyman level. Beyond that, pro-
motions in grade level are competitive.

This study uses the SAS or Statistical Analysis System and includes all
archivists in the OPM files: 290 in 1974 and 479 in 1992. The OPM files show
that archivist positions in the federal government exist overwhelmingly at the
National Archives: in 1974, 95 percent and in 1992, 92 percent. Archivists in

Chart 1
Percentages of Men and Women Employees, 1974

Federal Government

WOMEN 18%

MEN 82%

Federal Archivists

WOMEN 20%

MEN 80%
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other agencies are spread widely throughout the government, typically no more
than one or two per agency for 1974 and 1992. 4

This study discusses federal female and male archivists in 1974 and 1992 in
the following categories: numbers and percentages, grade levels, years of gov-
ernment service, education, and the correlation between sex and grade level.
The study concludes with a discussion of other factors.

Numbers and Percentages

Chart 1 shows the numbers and percentages of female and male federal work-
ers and federal archivists in 1974. In the federal government as a whole, women
were 18 percent of professional workers and men were 82 percent. That same
year women were 20 percent of federal archivists and men were 80 percent.
Archivists numbered 290: 59 women and 231 men. Chart 2 shows that in 1990
women professionals in the federal government were 34 percent and men were
66 percent. Percentages for women archivists in 1992 were almost the same: 35
percent women and 65 percent men. There were 479 archivists in 1992: 168

Chart 2
Percentages of Men and Women Employees

Federal Government 1990

WOMEN 34%

MEN 66%

Federal Archivists 1992

WOMEN 35%

MEN 65%
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Chart 3
Women Within Grade Level Groupings, 1974

women and 311 men. As is evident, the ratio of male to female federal
archivists parallels the ratio shown in the larger picture of the professional fed-
eral workforce.

5

Grade Levels

Chart 3 shows the distribution of women in the federal government in grade
levels 5-15 in 1974, with a concentration of women in grades 5-8.6 The notably
lower percentage of women archivists in grades 5-8 undoubtedly reflected the

80% U Federal 1990 Archivists 1992
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career ladder mentioned earlier, which is an almost automatic promotion to the
archivist journeyman level of grade 11. Not all job series had or have a career
ladder. Women archivists also outranked other federal women in grades 9-12
and grades 13-15, although the latter category for archivists included only seven
women. By 1990, federal women as a whole, and by 1992 women archivists,
notably increased their representation in mid- and upper-level positions (see
chart 4). Federal women doubled their representation at grades 9-12 and tripled
it at grades 13-15. The increase for women archivists was not as dramatic but
shows much improvement.

Chart 5 shows mean grade levels for archivists. In 1974 the mean for women
was 10.47 versus 11.11 for men, a difference of .64. In 1992 the mean grade
levels were 11.22 for women and 11.60 for men, a difference of .38. The less
than one-half grade level difference in 1992 is not glaringly inequitable, but it
does matter. Each grade has a pay scale, and a higher grade means a higher
salary. Thus, women earn less money than men.

Perhaps of more importance, not as many women as men are in position for
promotion. In the federal government, an employee must have one year in grade
before promotion to the next higher grade. Although women archivists consid-
erably improved their representation in higher grade levels from 1974 to 1992,
men still occupy 68 percent of those positions (see chart 6). 7 Furthermore, the
actual numbers of women reflect the "pipeline" problem, that is, lower numbers
of women than men in position for promotion. For example, at grade 14 in
1992, twice as many men as women could be promoted to grade 15; at grade 13
three times as many men as women were in position for promotion to grade 14.8

Years of Government Service

One of the most important factors in career advancement is years of govern-
ment service. Those at the highest grade levels generally have more years.9 As

11.6 T Women UMen
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chart 7 indicates, women archivists have fewer years of federal service, 12.8,
than women professionals in the government as a whole, who have 13.7 years
of government service.

In 1974, as shown in chart 8, the mean for women archivists was 11.46 years
of government service; for men the mean was 12.96 years. In 1992 the mean
was 12.84 years for women and 16.95 years for men.

Women and men archivists were closer in length of service in 1974, with a
one and one-half year average difference, yet further apart in representation in
higher grade levels as shown earlier. In 1992 the disparity between men and
women archivists in length of service grew larger, to slightly over four years
difference, yet women were much better represented at higher grade levels.

The statistical correlation between the two variables in 1974 and 1992 offers
some explanation (see chart 9). A perfect correlation is 1. For archivists in
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1974, the correlation was .43 and in 1992 the correlation was .34. While the for-
mer is more meaningful statistically than the latter, years of government service
as a determinant of -grade level has diminished, and by 1992 was much less
important than in 1974.

Education

A second important factor in advancement in the federal government is edu-
cation, and those with the most formal education generally occupy higher

CORRELATIONS

1974 1992
Grade Level Grade Level

Years Government Service .43 .34
Education .03 .24
Sex .11 .08

MODEL

Grade Level= Govt. Service + Education+ Sex

r21974 .22
r1992 .55

Chart 9
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grades.1" As chart 10 indicates, women archivists have notably more education
than their federal counterparts. Except for those with less than a bachelor's
degree, women archivists earn two-thirds of a grade less, or with a doctorate
one whole grade less, than their sister federal workers.Chart 11 shows the comparison of women and men archivists and educational
level: in 1974 the mean educational level for women was 16.42 and for men
16.97, both just under a Master's degree, which is 17. The difference between
men and women was .55, about one-half year of education. In 1992 the educa-
tional levels widened between men and women, 15.62 for women and 16.74 for
men, with a difference between them of 1.12, or just over one year of education.

As shown earlier in chart 9, the correlation between educational level and
grade level was weaker in 1974, (.03), when both men and women had more
education, and the correlation was stronger in 1992 (.24), when bothmen and
women had less education. Educational level is not strongly related to grade
level in either case and is even less relevant to grade level than length of federal
service.

The Glass Ceiling study found that the amount of formal education has
become less of a distinguishing factor for promotion than in the past, probably
because the work force in general has attained higher levels of education in the
last two decades.1" This is not true for archivists, who have less education than
in the past. Nevertheless, education as a factor for promotion for women
archivists also appears to have little importance.

Correlation Between Sex and Grade Level

After running correlations for years of government service and educational
level as determinants of grade level, sex as a determinant of grade level was

15.00 rWomen Archivists 1992 U Women Fed. Professionals 1990
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Average Grade Level by Highest Degree Earned
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then added (see chart 9). The correlation between sex and grade level was
stronger in 1974, which is not surprising given the generally lower status of
women archivists then. In 1992 the correlation between sex and grade level was
weaker, and in both years the statistical correlation is weak. In fact, the model to
assess the importance of three variables-federal service, education and sex-
as determinants of grade level is statistically not a very good one. The strength
of the relationship among variables for the model were .22 for 1974 and .18 for
1992. We can interpret this to mean that the model for 1974 indicates that 22
percent, and for 1992 18 percent, of the variation in grade level is explained by
years of federal service, education and sex operating jointly.

Other Factors

The disparity between men and women archivists and grade level must
depend, then, on factors other than years of government service and education.
The Glass Ceiling study found factors in addition to government service and
educational level that contributed to women's lack of equity, such as the num-
ber of promotions for women and men. "Men received an average of 3.92 pro-
motions during their Federal career, while women have received an average of
only 3.15 promotions...a significant difference. '"1 2 The Glass Ceiling study
explored still other factors, including mobility, job commitment, expectations of
work and family, mentors and networks, and attitudinal issues such as stereo-
types, expectations, and perceptions. The study found these issues significant in
explaining why federal women are not promoted as often as men and are per-
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ceived not to be promotable.'3 The study derived this information from a gov-
ernment wide survey and focus groups. An exploration of these other factors for
women archivists as a subgroup of federally employed women professionals
would, however, more fully determine the extent to which a glass ceiling exists
for federal women archivists. Unfortunately, such data about women archivists
are unavailable.

The increase in representation from 20 percent in 1974 to 35 percent in 1992
shows progress for women federal archivists. But women are already 48 percent
of the federal workforce as a whole in 1990, and over 50 percent of the archival
profession. 4 Furthermore, as noted earlier, women archivists hold only 32 per-
cent of positions in grades 12-15, those beyond the journeyman level. Again,
this is great improvement over 1974, but the lower representation for women in
1992 still results in a pipeline problem, the lack of numbers of women in posi-
tion for promotion to higher graded positions.

This situation seems unlikely to improve in the coming years. The Glass
Ceiling study used a mathematical forecasting model to project how the grade-
level distribution of women relative to men will change over the next 25 years.
The results of applying the model show that "by the year 2017, women will
comprise over half of the [federal] workforce, but will continue to hold consid-
erably less than half of the jobs in grades above GS 12. Twenty-five years from
now, if current trends continue, women will still hold less than one-third of
senior executive jobs, and only slightly more than one-third of GS/GM 13-15
jobs.' 15 Given the close statistical parallel of federal women archivists and
women in the federal government as a whole, as noted in the prior discussion,
this forecasting model might apply to women archivists as well. The projections
may be optimistic, however, because they assumed an increase in the number of
higher-graded positions. 6

Since this study was compiled, the federal government has launched the
National Performance Review (NPR), also known as the reinventing govern-
ment initiative. One major objective is to reduce the federal workforce, particu-
larly in middle- and upper-level management. Agencies subsequently have
offered incentives for employees to leave, such as early retirement and "buy-
outs." How the NPR will affect federal women employees or federal women
archivists is unclear. At the National Archives, 15 employees in the 1420
Archivist job series took the buyout in 1994. Two-thirds were men; one-third
were women.'7 While these statistics are too small to provide helpful informa-
tion, women archivists might benefit if these percentages held with larger num-
bers. Whether a shrinking federal employment market enables women archivists
to increase their representation as a whole or in middle- and upper-level posi-
tions remains to be seen.

This study of women federal archivists at two points in approximately 20
years raises some questions. The question of why women federal employees,
and women federal archivists, grew in numbers and improved their status is
probably answered by larger demographic changes: women in society as a
whole increasingly moved into the paid workforce and achieved higher posi-
tions in the last twenty years than they had before that time. The role of affirma-
tive action in the federal workplace is unclear, although the Civil Service
Reform Act of 1978 called for eliminating the under-representation of women at
all levels in the federal government. Federal women professional employees and
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federal women archivists are not equally represented at all levels, although
progress has been made. The low representation of women archivists in 1974,
only 20 percent of the archivist positions, raises the question of whether any
measure short of hiring and promoting only women would have resulted in
equal representation in 20 years. Such a measure was not taken in the past, and
surely would not be taken now or in the future. Finally, the question of whether
a glass ceiling exists for federal women archivists cannot be answered fully
without more research. Like the Glass Ceiling study, which found that the
amount of education and years of government service explained only some of
the imbalance between men and-women in higher grades, this study also found
that these two factors do not explain much about the imbalance between men
and women federal archivists. Similarly, since the Glass Ceiling study found
that women federal workers "face unfounded stereotypes and assumptions about
their abilities and job commitment that serve as subtle barriers to their advance-
ment,"' 8 research which explores whether women archivists also face similar
barriers will help answer the question of whether a glass ceiling exists for them.
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NOTES
1. A Question of Equity: Women and the Glass Ceiling in the Federal Government, A Report to

the President and the Congress of the United States by the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board
(Washington, DC: U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, 1992), ix, 1, hereafter Glass Ceiling.

2. The Library of Congress, as part of the legislative branch, is not included in CPDF data. The
numbers of 1420 employees in both 1974 and 1992, however, were not high enough to affect
the percentages in this study. Furthermore, the comparison group, as detailed in the Glass
Ceiling study, also does not include legislative branch employees. Archivists at the Smithsonian
Institution are included in the CPDF data.

3. The CPDF electronic datafile began in 1973. The 1974 file permits direct comparison with the
Glass Ceiling study. I have treated data from 1990 for federal workers and 1992 for archivists
as comparable. I do not think the 2-year difference affects my overall conclusions, however.
Expert statisticians may find weaknesses in this statistical study. For example, the study is a
snapshot of two years, and does not provide information about the intervening years. However,
the Glass Ceiling study also uses two years and thus permits a comparison between federal
women archivists and federal women at large. In addition to this statistical issue, the Glass
Ceiling study combines professional and administrative categories. OPM classifies positions by
five categories: professional, administrative, technical, clerical, and other. The 1420 archivists
are all classified as professional. However, at the National Archives many 1420 archivists are in
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managerial positions that other agencies are more likely to classify as administrative rather than
professional.

4. The Smithsonian Institution had six archivists in 1974, all men, and 26 in 1992, 14 men and 12
women.

5. The ratio also matches the ratio in the pool from which archivists are drawn, historians. The
percentages of women archivists roughly match the percentages of women historians for 1974
and 1992, see Frederic Miller, "Feminization in Related Professions," paper presented at the
annual meeting of the Society of American Archivists, New Orleans, Louisiana, 4 September
1993, 10. This is largely predictable, however. Since the archivist job series in any federal
agency requires 18 hours of college-level American history courses, history majors are largely
the pool for archivists in the federal government. Changes in the pool of potential employees
will likely result in changes in employment from that pool.

6. In 1974 there were five grade 16-18 archivist positions, all held by men. In 1992 there were six
SES positions, but two were held by women and four by men. These positions are included in
this statistical study. They are not shown on this or the following charts, however, because the
very small numbers preclude graphic display.

7. The 1992 figures are for archivists in grades 12-15, beyond the journeyman level.
8. Women and men earn the same amount at each step in any grade level. Male and female

archivists thus begin the career ladder with equal pay, and both progress to the journeymen
level at an equal pace. The disparity between male and female archivists in grade levels in 1992
indicates that more men were hired as archivists and/or that male archivists are promoted more
often than female archivists.

9. Glass Ceiling, 13.
10. Ibid.
11. Ibid., 14
12. Ibid., 13.
13. Ibid., 27-32.
14. Telephone call, Debra S. Mills, Society of American Archivists, to author, 21 February 1995.

The figure represents Society of American Archivists members, 55 percent of whom are
women. The percentage is probably similar for the profession as a whole.

15. Glass Ceiling, 10.
16. Ibid.
17. E-Mail message, Felipa Coleman, Equal Employment Opportunity staff, National Archives, to

author, 2 February 1995.
18. Glass Ceiling, i.
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ABSTRACT: The USMARC AMC format was developed for the control of
archives and manuscripts. It is designed to organize and provide access to both
bibliographic and internal collection management information. Today's
USMARC AMC-supporting library bibliographic utilities and local system soft-
ware focus on bibliographic aspects while support for managing internal admin-
istrative information is sorely underdeveloped. This article looks at the develop-
ment of the NOTIS system as an example of one major AMC-supporting biblio-
graphic system along with the functional requirements of archival information
systems and general considerations when employing library utilities and soft-
ware in archival management.

Introduction

Observers of automated information systems used in archival repositories
have given much attention to the public access and information exchange
aspects of the USMARC AMC (Archives and Manuscripts Control) format. The
advent of this MARC bibliographic format in 1983 allowed archivists to adapt
the library-developed bibliographic utilities and local system software programs
for use in archival information systems. Archivists have known for some time
there were advantages to automation. Some of these are the same advantages
familiar to public service librarians, particularly the variety of searching capa-
bilities for on-line descriptions of materials. Users can access these descriptions
anywhere in the world using large utilities such as RLIN and OCLC. USMARC
AMC is the bibliographic control format that makes it possible for archivists to
join in the expanded world of almost limitless information anytime, anywhere
users want it.'

Equally important to archivists are the aspects of library bibliographic utili-
ties and MARC-supporting local system software that are incongruent with
archival management. Several instances exist where the benefits of library utili-
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ties and software do not translate into a benefit for archival information sys-
tems. Some of the aspects are: the library systems' flat-file database structure,
impeding archivists' need to link bibliographic records describing the same
materials at different levels of control; the public display of all cataloged biblio-
graphic information when there are many USMARC AMC fields supporting
internal administrative data not intended for public consumption; lack of imple-
mentation for these fields such as 541 (immediate source of acquisition), 561
(provenance) and 583 (actions); standard library reports generation capabilities
that do not compile or report on information contained in the fields archivists
need to manage their collections; and the defraying of expenses associated with
bibliographic control through shared cataloging of publications. 2

Shared cataloging through networks like RLIN and OCLC is the most signifi-
cant example of where archives do not profit from using library utilities and
local system software. H. Thomas Hickerson states in his writings about library
bibliographic utilities and archival management goals that "since their collec-
tions are unique, archivists contribute original records at minimal cost and sel-
dom "derive" bibliographic records. Therefore, they do not benefit from the
economics of shared cataloging, nor do they contribute substantially to network
income." Shared cataloging is one of the driving forces behind the development
of library bibliographic utilities. Because this benefit is not applicable to the
control of unique materials held in archives, the archival profession will have a
minimal impact on the financial well being and overall design of bibliographic
utilities:

Several archival management functions are not developed in library utilities
and software and are accounted for in the USMARC AMC format. Recording
and analyzing collection management information is one such area. In her arti-
cle of 1989, "Beyond USMARC AMC: The Context of a Data Exchange
Format," Jill Tatem poses many questions about the intended uses of USMARC
AMC. In her first question she asks: "What do archivists want these (on-line)
catalogs to do and who should they serve?" She follows up by asking more
direct questions, one of them being "Are they (on-line catalogs) an outreach
mechanism to alert potential users to the existence of collections or are they
comprehensive collection management systems?" 4 The answer Tatem searches
for in her first question is implicit in her posing of the latter question. On-line
catalogs should serve all of those who use them-researchers looking for col-
lections containing desired information as well as archivists who need to orga-
nize and manage information about the activity record of their archival collec-
tions.

Tatem points out the superficiality of the discussions regarding the goals of
USMARC AMC. She states that the design of archival information systems has
not yet been considered and that issues of their implementation go virtually
unmentioned. Tatem calls for a more rigorous examination of the information
systems in which USMARC AMC will be used. She cites that eleven years after
the formation of the National Information Systems Task Force, which recom-
mended the creation of the AMC format within USMARC, basic questions such
as her own still have not been answered. Today, five years after Tatem's article
appeared in print, much the same state of affairs she described still exists.5

Following Tatem's call for full scrutiny of design and implementation con-
siderations, archivists will need to look at their institutions' existing automated
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information systems and assess their potential use in the archives. Bearing in
mind the costliness of building and supporting automated systems from scratch,
existing systems hardware and software should strongly be considered in estab-
lishing archival information systems. Such an assessment can prove particularly
useful in cases where systems already utilize USMARC-supporting software.
Often, this means using the existing library utility or local system software.
Archival repositories located within universities as well as other archives that
have access to library utilities or software will no doubt greatly expand their use
of these systems due to a separate system's prohibitive initial cost and continu-
ing systems support and training expenses. This article looks at the development
of the NOTIS system as an example of one major USMARC AMC-supporting
bibliographic system with the functional requirements of archival information
systems and general considerations when employing NOTIS and other library
utilities and software in archival information systems.

NOTIS-Background

Shortly after the USMARC AMC format was established, a quest began to
discover the one software product that would fully implement it. Now a ten-year
odyssey, archivists embarked on this search without being quite sure which
capabilities were desired in such a software.' This journey has far too closely
resembled the search for the holy grail, never reaching its intended result; but
now armed with the experiences of the last ten years, archivists have a much
clearer notion of what they want from their information systems.

One of the most rapidly growing software systems is the NOTIS bibliograph-
ic system. NOTIS stands for Northwestern On-line Total Integrated System. It
is a library local system software program used in major research libraries that
supports the USMARC AMC bibliographic format, in fact, one of the first
library local-system software programs to implement it. NOTIS was developed
and first used in 1970 by the Northwestern University Library. Beginning solely
as an automated circulation system in 1971, the NOTIS system incorporated the
automation of ordering, cataloging, and checking in of library materials. By
1977 it became a mature system including automated acquisitions, cataloging,
authority control, serials control, and circulation. During 1980 NOTIS offered
an on-line public access catalog (OPAC) that became available for sale to other
libraries. Born of and operated by the Northwestern University Library for sev-
enteen years, NOTIS became NOTIS Inc. in 1987, a private corporation owned
by Northwestern University. It has continued to develop and refine its support
of USMARC AMC throughout its versions, as of 1994 in the 5.xx stage. 7

Today, NOTIS is poised to expand rapidly in the automated bibliographic
system marketplace. Ameritech, which also owns the LS2000 bibliographic sys-
tem typically found in smaller academic libraries, purchased NOTIS in 1992.
Ameritech recently announced it is phasing out the LS2000 system and in its
place is offering NOTIS products to its LS2000 customers. The use of NOTIS
will become more widespread as it is deployed in many smaller, regional or
general academic libraries Organizations like the Smithsonian Institution are
purchasing NOTIS software. Thus the potential for college and university-based
archival repositories as well as other cultural institutions to use NOTIS for
archival cataloging continues to grow. The NOTIS system fits the profile of
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existing USMARC AMC-supporting software awaiting adaptation in archival
information systems. The possibilities are becoming an issue for archivists with
access to it and for the larger archival profession in general.

NOTIS 5.0-Improvements

So what does NOTIS do to support USMARC AMC cataloging and general
archival collection management? Can it be used in a functioning archival infor-
mation system? Before the release of NOTIS 5.0, cataloging in NOTIS AMC
was best accomplished for retrospective cataloging of fully arranged and
described collections with comprehensive finding aids. It resembled mono-
graphic cataloging, which is more two-dimensional-it is either cataloged or
uncataloged. Similarly, archival collections were either cataloged or uncata-
loged. The system did not accommodate the typical variety of functions inher-
ent in collection management and the different stages in the records' life-cycle
at which they take place. In particular, it did not consider the use of the AMC
format's internal management fields like other PC-based software programs did
at the time.9 It is important to recognize that the USMARC AMC format can
record and organize information that will facilitate the internal management of a
repository's collections. All of this information can be categorized and recorded
in the USMARC AMC fields designated for administrative control activities.

Administrative Information for Archival Management. What are these collec-
tion management functions and why do archivists need to track and compile
information relating to their progress? First, archivists need support from their
management information systems to realize the long-term goals and ultimate
mission of any archival program: establishing administrative control over the
collections, ensuring timely access for their use, and preserving them for long-
term availability. As a comprehensive collection management system, automat-
ed systems such as NOTIS need to support the collection management functions
of appraisal, accessioning, physical arrangement, description and intellectual
access, and preservation.'" The information produced from performing these
archival functions can apprise decisions made later about repository-wide strate-
gic planning and the allocation of resources to maximize long-term preservation
and accessibility.

A wide range of collection management information can be entered into soft-
ware systems such as NOTIS. For instance, administrative control fields can
accommodate information derived during accessioning relating to the donor,
terms of restrictions to access, storage location, physical condition, the acces-
sion's original order, and whether or not it is an addition to an existing collec-
tion. During the arrangement and description process, information is generated
about the levels of arrangement and description executed and the status of
preservation actions. Archival appraisal produces information about the records'
significance based on the archivist's evaluation of administrative, legal, fiscal
and research values present. The range of activities archivists practice on the
documentary record need to be recorded and monitored throughout the materi-
als' life in the repository so the archives manager can make informed decisions
about future collection management actions and secure effective use of the
archives' resources." Thus, archivists need information systems that enhance
their ability to scrutinize collection management information and plan for thepreservation and access needs of their repositories' holdings.
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Before version 5.0, NOTIS did not support the first step in the collection
management process, accessioning. It did not implement several fields where
donor and transfer information was recorded, nor were the action fields that
were used to record directions for future collections processing suppressed for
internal view only. Details about a collection's physical condition or plans for
its future processing were fully displayed to the public, cluttering the OPAC
screen with needless information to the potential user. With the release of
NOTIS 5.0, some enhancements have benefited archives managers who wish to
use the system to maintain a record of the activities performed on the archival
collections and continue to improve their intellectual access.

In its 5.0 version, NOTIS made two very simple, but significant enhance-
ments. First, NOTIS incorporated fields 541 (immediate source of acquisition)
and 561 (provenance) into the AMC fields supported by NOTIS. Second,
NOTIS programmed its software to allow local control over which USMARC
fields could be displayed in the public OPAC and which ones could be sup-
pressed from the public's view. The ability to suppress fields even extends to all
subfields within MARC. Specifically, USMARC AMC fields such as 541
(immediate source of acquisition), 561 (provenance) and 583 (actions) contain
information relating to the donor, terms of the gift or transfer, and other acquisi-
tion/appraisal/processing/preservation information, which is not intended for
public display. Archivists have long advocated that these fields should be used
only internally.1 2 Due to the improvements in version 5.0, archivists can record
administrative information and work with their local systems staff in determin-
ing which fields shall be displayed to the public and which fields will remain
suppressed from view. Supporting the use of these crucial fields and recogniz-
ing their purpose as locations for internal management information indicates
that NOTIS is becoming increasingly useable for archivists.

In an environment of declining resources, archivists should streamline the
management of their archives' holdings. Single or integrated software systems
like NOTIS, which are moving ahead with fuller implementation of the
USMARC AMC format and support both intellectual access for users as well as
administrative information for archivists are efficient in terms of cost, training,
and ongoing maintenance. Because full AMC implementation is missing in
many integrated software systems, many archival institutions use two systems,
one with USMARC AMC capabilities to communicate archival descriptions to
users, and another for institutional administrative information needs.'3 But if
enough users of systems like NOTIS continue to press for AMC implementation
improvements, then these systems can become viable, low cost management
information systems for archives. Specifically with NOTIS, archivists can bene-
fit from the fact that it is in operation already and is being employed with
greater frequency throughout the country, complete, in many cases, with a sys-
tems support staff residing in the local library.

OPAC Design. The independent design potential for the various USMARC
formats in the NOTIS OPAC is also an important development. Describing
large series of institutional records or private manuscripts which usually man-
dates lengthy fields containing narrative description is very different from
describing a published monograph. Fields denoting the physical forms included
in an archival collection and the potential for a multitude of subject tracings
makes an AMC record appear quite differently on screen from a monographic
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record. Users of integrated bibliographic systems may become confused by the
differences in the display of monographic and archival records. Therefore,
archivists are learning to use the NOTIS OPAC's flexibility to design user-
friendly public screens that better display archival description.

A useful feature made available for OPAC design is the local control over
field labels. One example of display differences between monographic and
archival bibliographic records is the use of the label "creator" instead of the
label "author," traditionally found with monographic records. Several OPACs
containing AMC records have been found to employ this label to indicate that
archival collections typically have a creator, a person or office of origin as
opposed to an author which refers to someone or some corporate body who has
written the material being described. Brief and long views of the MARC record
can be tailored as well. Archivists are placing certain "vital information" fields
in the brief view (e.g.: creator, title, dates, summary) while placing fields con-
taining additional, more elaborate description in the long view (e.g.: history,
additional summary, forms of material, subject and added entries, additional
creators or offices of origin). After a user consults the brief view and decides to
seek more descriptive information, the long view can be selected and read. Of
course, some of the more variant OPAC designs being created by archivists will
fall to the pressure of standardization during the format integration process.
OPAC design will become significant for archivists as they continue to stretch
the capabilities of NOTIS and the resources of their libraries' local systems
offices.

Record Expansion. Another important development is the expansion of the
record capacity, in particular the size of the 500 fields. Much of the lengthy nar-
rative description common in archival practice is located in these fields. Upon
the release of 5.0, NOTIS expanded the capacity of a MARC record to accom-
modate up to 7,000 characters with no length restrictions on any particular field.
Prior to 5.0, a MARC record was restricted to under 5,000 characters in length
and strict limits existed on the amount of characters entered in each field. These
earlier restrictions posed a serious impediment to archives that created well
developed archival descriptions for their holdings. With version 5.0 archivists
can enter more narrative description in their AMC records. These improvements
increase the user's ability to learn more about an archival collection through the
on-line bibliographic database and enhances the user's keyword searching capa-
bility. However, staff from at least a few university-based archives and
manuscript repositories insist that their AMC records containing nearly 7,000
characters are not being accepted into NOTIS. Whether record size is a NOTIS
problem or a local systems problem has not been immediately resolved to the
satisfaction of these repositories. Discouragingly, it appears the debate on ade-
quate record length continues.' 4

Additional Benefits. There are many other features in NOTIS 5.0 that benefit
AMC cataloging. The expanded number of subject tracings, for instance, greatly
enhances archivists' ability to provide access to dozens of personal names that
can be present in an archival collection. Also, delegating to local institutions the
ability to determine which fields are keyword searchable is an important
enhancement that should not go unnoticed. As mentioned above, providing
users with greater keyword searching capability is of paramount importance
when maximizing the use of narrative archival description existing in an on-line
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environment. Archives users may take greater advantage of this capability than
library users. All these improvements are a boon to archivists. NOTIS 5.0 pro-
vides the beginning of a useful descriptive and collection management utility
for archivists. However, while the aforementioned upgrades in NOTIS are sig-
nificant for archivists, there still remains notable shortcomings in the support
for the AMC format.

NOTIS 5.0-Continuing Obstacles

Reports Generation. Although version 5.0 improves NOTIS's ability to pro-
vide intellectual access to users and begins to support AMC's collection man-
agement functions, problems still exist that block NOTIS as the "utility of
choice" among archivists. One very practical feature of many other software
products is the range of reporting features available. They are required for ana-
lyzing data to comprehend and plan for the activities carried out by the archives
staff. With NOTIS it is very difficult to generate the necessary statistical reports
related to accessions, processing, and use that are basic to almost any archival
manager's annual report. The range of PC-based programs provide for preset
and user-defined reports much like RLIN AMC's Reports System (RRS). In the
RRS, RLIN has provided a standard reporting package that can produce printed
reports on accessions, donors, status of collections processing, and other func-
tions. 5

Tailoring one's own archival reports in NOTIS for gathering and interpreting
data is, at best, a very cumbersome process. Archives managers cannot create
their own reports; they must be programmed by the library's automated systems
staff. Usually this is a huge amount of work which will not apply to the needs of
any other library department. Thus, the work involved is unique and therefore
expensive. In support of the decision-making process, information systems like
NOTIS that can be adapted for use in archives need to include well developed
reporting and data compilation features relating to the use of the archives, vital
information about the incoming accessions, levels of arrangement and descrip-
tion, and records of preservation activities. NOTIS may wish to look at other
AMC-supporting software products, in particular RLIN's archival control seg-
ment and the RRS for reporting management information. In this way, NOTIS
Inc. could examine several approaches to designing software for archival func-
tions support. 6

Collection Management. We have established by now that USMARC AMC
is designed to do more than simply communicate collection descriptions to user
communities; it can provide solutions to archivists' collection management
needs. However, while provisions for control over the collection management
process are present in USMARC AMC, their development in NOTIS still
remain dormant. 7 Simply put, NOTIS does not provide archivists with the
application software tools necessary to carry out collection management func-
tions efficiently. Archivists recognize AMC's potential for achieving adminis-
trative control over their collections and wish to see this function exploited in
software. Instead, what archivists are presented with are just the raw AMC
fields where data can be input and tagged. Using these raw AMC fields without
any application software programming to simplify and provide support for col-
lection management functions makes NOTIS quite cumbersome to use;
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although, archivists can still use the appropriate fields and subfields and enter
administrative information. Success in revising systems such as NOTIS will
determine whether it will enjoy a long and prosperous life or a short and painful
existence in the archival profession.

What can NOTIS do to enhance its improving support of USMARC AMC
and archival management? It could develop software modules such as those
developed for library management in NOTIS-circulation, serials control, and
monographic acquisitions are just a few examples. Similar to library manage-
ment needs, the world of archives could greatly use a software module for
accessioning, a module to enter and maintain appraisal information, preserva-
tion assessment information, conservation treatment status, planning and collec-
tion assessment information regarding physical arrangement needs and the cre-
ation of intellectual access. Even more needs exist. For example, one would find
useful a module to track the use of holdings in the archives reference room and
when items are on loan for exhibition, modules to complete user registration,
records management and disposition, and track storage locations'8 USMARC
AMC fields are available to enter information in many of these areas. NOTIS
needs to develop basic applications software to simplify data entry and to cate-
gorize and streamline the work flow.

Linking Bibliographic Records. Without a doubt, one of the largest problems
facing archivists who wish to use NOTIS 5.0 is that, to date, it does not support
the AMC linking fields. The inability to use these fields, numbered from 760
through 787, renders NOTIS unadaptable into a complete AMC-supporting
component in archival information systems.'9 This is a particular problem with
records created within complex organizational structures or with larger
manuscript collections. The primary linking field 773 (host item entry) identi-
fies bibliographic records for subunits of materials that belong to a larger col-
lection. The premise of hierarchical relationships in archival theory is funda-
mental to the knowledge base of the profession. Their essence is captured in the
principle of provenance. 20 To this end, the linking fields in USMARC AMC are
designed to simulate the crucial intellectual links between related record series
within an organization or larger collections of archival materials. 2'

Automation has greatly improved archivists' ability to exploit hierarchical
levels of description through linking bibliographic records. For example, the
bibliographic records consisting of collection-level descriptions could be hierar-
chically linked upward to the agency (or biographical) history and downward to
multiple series-level descriptions. The agency history would describe the con-
text in which the records of the organizational unit were created and maintained.
Specific unit functions, responsibilities, history, and other background informa-
tion would be described here. This approach to agency history records supports
existing methods of archival description.22 Lastly, the linked series descriptions
would focus on the arrangement and form of material found in the records
themselves.2 3 This bibliographic record linking is of the utmost importance in
effective control and access of archival records. Yet at this time, NOTIS AMC
is unable to accommodate the management of information based on provenance
in the integrally linked bibliographic record system described above. This situa-
tion is a critical problem for the archival profession.

Indexing. Indexing capabilities for many fields that are very useful to archival
research still do not exist. Fields such as 520 and 545, which contain sum-
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maries, abstracts, scope notes, historical notes, series descriptions, and bio-
graphical information are keyword searchable. However, NOTIS 5.0 does not
support indexing of any field above 651. This leaves out important fields such
as 655, form/genre of materials; 657, function term; 69x, local topical fields;
and 755 added entry/physical characteristics. Writing about the ability to create
access using the form/genre fields, Helena Zinkham, Patricia Cloud, and Hope
Mayo state: "When form can be juxtaposed during retrieval with the names of
originating offices or their functions, the combination of terms may substitute
for specific subject indexing." This capability is so important to these three
authors that they call for archivists "to act together to lobby for full system
indexing and online retrieval of the terms we have so carefully devised."24

Archivists need not only capabilities to manage internal administrative informa-
tion but also the ability to make the most of their contextual descriptions
through indexed searching of the pertinent fields.

One solution to many of these indexing problems would be to allow for local
control of indexing capabilities. This would occur in much the same way as the
implementation of local control over the design of OPACs and the assignment
of keyword searching to particular MARC fields.26 Archivists' concerns about
creating specific indexes for groups of fields in USMARC AMC could also be
resolved in this way. Among the concerns are designing name indexes that
include lxx, 6xx, and 7xx fields; indexing the form of material/physical charac-
teristics fields as previously mentioned; and creating proper indexes that differ-
entiate between subject matter, authors, and forms of material. In the latter
instance, authors will need not be cataloged in subject fields, and forms such as
"diaries" will not be interpreted as the subject matter of a collection when hit
upon during a subject search. Many library systems staff would favor such
methods; thereby possessing as much local control over their system as possi-
ble.

Conclusion

How can archivists implement the needed changes in the NOTIS software to
make it an efficient archival collection management utility? Archivists alone, as
represented in their NOTIS interest group, are too small to serve as an effective
advocate for their needs. NOTIS is marketed toward the major university
research libraries, not archives; therefore, archivists' will not drive the market-
place for NOTIS. 27 University-based archivists will need to rely on and collabo-
rate with their librarian colleagues to provide vocal support for the needed
enhancements in NOTIS AMC. As research libraries grow and involve the man-
agement of a more diverse nature of research materials, addressing the full
implementation of USMARC AMC in NOTIS will become inevitable. Of
course, archivists will need to expand the interests of the university library, and
the library profession as a whole, to more actively embrace all the information
management professions. Perhaps it will only be at that time when sufficient
market pressure will force NOTIS to take a more proactive approach to AMC
cataloging and the development of archival information systems.

The American archival profession is articulating what it requires from
archival information systems. Managing and compiling information regarding
the administration of collections is of paramount importance. The absence of a
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software system that meets this requirement amounts to a crisis in the manage-
ment of archival repositories. Archivists today are pushing beyond the bound-
aries inherent in AMC description. The next generation of standards for auto-
mated archival description, such as systems supporting multilevel description,28

document structure and encryption standards like SGML,29 improved techniques
in full-text searching, a potential model for archival information systems in the
proposed AIS system3 under construction at the National Archives, and use of
the Internet, may render the AMC format obsolete sooner than anyone cares to
admit. It is likely that when archivists move forward to this next generation in
automated techniques, the library utilities and software programs will have
never realized the AMC format's full capabilities.
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STANDING
ON THE OTHER SIDE

OF THE REFERENCE DESK
LE ROY BARNETT

ABSTRACT: In the course of conducting research at numerous repositories
across North America, this archivist encountered some incidents that did not
reflect well upon the providers of information service. Believing that we can all
learn from the mistakes of fellow practitioners, the author describes some of his
more memorable vexing experiences as examples for other institutions to avoid.
Following these accounts, he offers possible explanations for deficient reference
practices and shares some ideas on how they can be prevented in the future.

When those of us in the archival community get together, we often tell stories
about the researchers we have encountered. We will humorously talk about the
letters we receive asking for everything we have pertaining to our state's history
or a particular subject area. We laugh about the family historian who comes in
and declares that s/he is looking up their gynecology (instead of their genealo-
gy). Or we will chuckle over people referring to microfilm as microwave, the
different ways the word "archives" is pronounced, and similar mistakes.

Do you know what researchers do when they get together? They often tell
unflattering stories about archivists and others in the business of providing
information. In the course of conversing with laypersons who frequently access
books and records, I have heard some rather amazing accounts of researcher
misfortune. Many of the episodes described by these victims are hard for most
people in our field to believe because we individually give good service, receive
special treatment from our colleagues when we do research, or are not involved
with reference functions.

I have learned from firsthand experience, however, that these narrations of
journeys into the archival and library twilight zones are true. I made this discov-
ery by, on occasion, leaving my chair as a reference person and standing on the
other side of the service desk as a consumer of the products offered by those in
our trade. This role reversal has sometimes caused me to witness events that
were just as remarkable as anything ever said or done by researchers to
archivists.

To illustrate my point about the incredible things our customers may endure,
I will describe some of the encounters I have had during the past six years. The
examples I give about research institutions fall into three categories:
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1. No response.
2. Wrong response.
3. Inadequate response.
To avoid embarrassing some repositories and their staffs, I will not mention any
facilities by name.

No Response

I have found that about 7% of my letters of inquiry receive no reply at all,
even when letterhead stationery is used. What follows are some of the more
extreme examples of the "no response" cases that I have witnessed.

Over a period of eighteen months I wrote five letters to a bilingual public
repository in the Province of Quebec seeking information about its holdings. I
even addressed these letters to specific members of the staff, having obtained
their names from professional directories. Not one of these letters received a
reply. My sixth letter to that institution was addressed to the director, and that
communication did finally elicit a response. The response was that the facility
had nothing relating to my research subject. In my opinion, it should not have
required six mailings to obtain such a simple answer. Clearly, the organization
needs to review and revise its methods of controlling mail and handling patron
inquiries.

Some people of conservative persuasion, learning of my experience with this
repository, might think that privatization would help to improve the service of
government-funded establishments. Evidence that this belief is in error comes
from the fact that I had equal difficulty trying to communicate with a private
library/archives that is also in the Province of Quebec.

I wrote this English-speaking organization five times and telephoned it twice
in an effort to learn if it had certain materials germane to a research project.
During this eighteen-month period I never received an answer to any of my
inquiries. I even told a staff person during the second telephone call that I had
written many times with no reply, and the woman with whom I was dealing said
she could not believe that her institution would ever behave in such a fashion. I
am sorry to say that, after making this remark, the woman never called me back
with the information I needed as she promised she would. Obviously, this is a
facility that needs to improve the way it deals with non-visitor requests.

Quebec wasn't the only Canadian province where "no response" was a prob-
lem. In 1989 1 telephoned an Ontario repository to ask if it owned certain mate-
rials of interest to me. The staff person there did not know, but said he would
check on the matter and call me back. While I indicated his proposal to return
my call was acceptable, I noted that I was leaving for his part of the country in
seven days and thus needed to hear from him by the end of the week (four days
hence). He said there would be no problem meeting my deadline. That conver-
sation took place six years ago, and I am still waiting for his message.

Wrong Response

Perhaps worse than no response at all is receiving one that conveys the wrong
information. I say this because if there is no reply, no action is initiated by the
inquirer. On the other hand, if there is a reply-but it is incorrect-the
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researcher almost always suffers as a result of the faulty data. Some more exam-
ples from my experiences will illustrate what I mean.

A few years ago I contacted by phone the head of a collection in Wisconsin. I
asked him if he had in his holdings any materials of a certain nature relating to a
specific topic. His response was, "Sure, we have stuff like that." "Fine," I said,
"I'll be up [north] some time to look at it."

A month or so later I drove 635 miles to visit the institution. When I arrived,
I asked the receptionist if I could see the director. I was ushered into his office,
where I introduced myself. I said, "I'm Lee Barnett, from the State Archives of
Michigan. Perhaps you remember my call of a month or so ago inquiring about
[items of a particular nature]?" He paused for a moment to access his memory,
and then said with a flash of recall, "Yes, I do remember that!" "Well," I
replied, "I'm here to see that material." With this declaration his face fell and he
sheepishly confessed, "I don't have anything like that. I just said I did to get rid
of you." While credit should perhaps be given to this person for the candor
of his admission, his flippant and ill-advised answer to a telephone call, at
what might have been a harried moment, resulted in great inconvenience to
a patron.

Another instance of the wrong reply occurred in Michigan. Public employees
get Armistice Day off each year, a holiday that I often use for research purpos-
es. One November I telephoned a repository in the southeastern part of our state
to see if it was going to be conducting business on my free day. I asked the
woman who answered the phone, "Are you going to be open next Wednesday?"
She said, "Yes."

"The reason I ask," I continued in an effort to double-check accuracy, "is
because state government workers have that day off, and I don't know if you get
the day off, too." "No," replied the woman, "we do not get the day off, but we
do receive extra pay for working on that day." So, based upon this conversation,
I drove 85 miles to the site of this library and archives and found the doors
locked: the institution was closed on the day in question. Rather than conferring
with some knowledgeable member of the staff to be sure the facility would be
open, this relatively new employee made an assumption about her institution's
schedule that unnecessarily cost a customer time and money.

Continuing with Michigan cites, a few years ago I made an appointment to
examine certain materials in the custody of an institution on the Lake Michigan
shore. I drove 177 miles to the doors of this facility only to discover that the
staff had forgotten I was coming; the items I wanted to see had not been pulled;
and the only person who knew where the materials were was unavailable for
the day.

Realizing that the situation was unsalvageable, I asked if I could make an
appointment to see the records the next Saturday. We agreed that if I did not
hear from them, the appointment date was acceptable (no news is good news).
To make sure there was not a repeat of the previous week's confusion, I tele-
phoned them the day before my scheduled arrival to confirm the appointment.
"Oh," they said, "we forgot about you. Tomorrow is not a good day. We will
call you later and reschedule." Now, five years later, I have yet to hear from
them. The public service component of this facility might benefit from
improved staff communication and a wall-mounted appointment calendar in a
common area.
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Some Canadian institutions have also managed to qualify for inclusion in this
list of memorable transactions. I wrote one such institution located on the shores
of Georgian Bay and asked the director if he had certain records of interest to
me. He said that he did, so I drove 383 miles to see the material. When I arrived
at the establishment, the director searched his holdings for two hours while I
waited for the promised materials. Then, with the facility's records having been
thoroughly reviewed, the director admitted with some embarrassment that he
could not find a single item relating to my research. His overly optimistic
description of his holdings cost me a day's annual leave and two tanks of gas.
Unfortunately, he had assumed his collection contained the items I wanted, but
he had not checked to confirm this belief until after I arrived.

I had heard that there might be some things of interest to me at a Canadian
repository on the shores of Lake Ontario. To find out, I telephoned the collec-
tion and inquired if it had materials on a particular subject. The reference person
said "Yes, we have a lot of stuff of that nature." "Good," I said, "now how do I
get to your place" by car? The young man said that, as a recent hire, he could
not give me good directions, but that a colleague of his could.

After this other employee had given me driving instructions, I decided to test
the accuracy of the earlier information I had been provided. I said to her, "Your
associate claims that you have a lot of material [dealing with a certain topic]. Is
that correct?" She replied, "I don't know that we have a lot, but we do have
some." Whether a "lot" or just "some," the amount promised was enough to jus-
tify an investigatory trip.

So I travelled to this research center (which is 337 miles from Lansing), and
when I arrived I was introduced to the specialist in my field of interest. This
person (whom no one had contacted or even mentioned when I made my initial
inquiry) told me that the institution had nothing in its holdings of the nature I
sought. As a researcher, I believe the time to have brought this expert into the
picture was at the beginning, and not at the end, of the process.

Unsatisfactory Response

Somewhat related to the wrong response, but not quite as bad, is the "unsatis-
factory response." This kind of reaction usually gives the customer what s/he
needs, but with an unnecessary amount of aggravation. In describing some cases
of this deficiency, I will continue with the Canadian repositories.

I told a certain library and archives in Ontario that I would visit on a specific
date to begin studying a particular subject. I expected that, having made an
appointment some days in advance, the curator would be ready to assist me.
When I arrived at the facility, I learned that the staff person had not prepared for
my visit due to a "busy schedule" and was unable to even accommodate me as a
researcher. He asked if I could come back later in the week to look at the items I
wished to examine. I did agree to return to the place at another stage in my trav-
els, but that change in schedule caused me a great deal of inconvenience and
lost time by requiring a 240-mile backtrack to revisit the institution.

It is my belief that once a commitment is made to a researcher it has to be
honored, except in the most extraordinary circumstances. Any inconvenience in
a previously arranged relationship between an archives and a patron should be
suffered by the institution, not by the customer. Therefore, rather than forcingme to change my schedule to accommodate his circumstances, I feel the staff
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person should have borne the burden of adjustment by staying late at work the
evening before or by coming to the office early the next morning to get ready
for my visit.

Still another Canadian response found wanting occurred at a repository along
the shores of Lake Huron. I arrived there at 10:00 a.m. to do research. The ser-
vice person had just entered a staff meeting, so I waited 1.5 hours until the ses-
sion was over before I got any attention. The curator of collections did not know
that anyone was waiting for assistance because none of the support staff wanted
to interrupt the meeting to tell her a customer was present. In my experience, no
staff meeting is so important that someone cannot be spared to help a patron
during normal business hours.

Domestically, there have also been some inadequate responses. I once visited
a library/archives on the south shore of Lake Superior. After conducting
research for nearly a day, I asked the staff if I could have about 300 pages of
selected printed materials duplicated and mailed to me. They examined the
brochures and booklets in question, and then said that copying would be possi-
ble. About a week after I returned home, I received a letter from the institution
saying they had reconsidered and would not make the reproductions after all
because the records were too fragile. I can understand the need to protect deli-
cate paper, but the time to make that judgment is when the customer is on loca-
tion asking about copies, not days later when s/he is 391 miles away and thus
obligated to make a trip back to take notes.

At one of the universities in New York City there exists a well-known assem-
blage of business records. I telephoned the head of this collection and asked if I
could make an appointment to see the materials on a given Saturday. Permission
was verbally granted, and arrangements were supposedly made by the director
to accommodate my needs on the weekend. When I showed up to do research,
no one on the staff had been told I was coming or had been authorized to give
me access to the restricted collection. My request to look at the desired materi-
als was, therefore, initially denied. It was only by the good graces and compas-
sion of the person in charge on that day that I was finally allowed to see the
papers I had driven 667 miles to examine. A lack of follow-through, poor com-
munication, or bad organization had almost cost me two days of travel with no
intellectual return.

Another unsatisfactory experience occurred at a major archives along the
mid-Atlantic coast of the United States. The facility opened at 8:30 a.m., and by
8:40 I had turned in a single request slip for certain records. These materials
were to be brought to a central reading room, so I went there to wait for the col-
lection to arrive. By 9:30 nothing had shown up, so I inquired about my order at
the service desk. "Wait a little longer," was the answer. At 10:00 1 again asked
about the situation. "Wait a little longer." At 10:30 1 once more went to the desk
to check on the situation, and this time I was told to go back to the office where
I had turned in my call slip to see if there was a problem.

When I walked in the door at the request station I saw my call slip still rest-
ing in the in-box precisely where I had put it. When I asked the receptionist why
nothing had been done about it she turned to the page and said, "Why didn't
you pull these records?" His response was, "It's not my day to retrieve records;
it's X's day." "But X is not here today," replied the receptionist. "Oh," he said,
"in that case I'll get the records."
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Here was a person who knew there was a patron needing assistance, but he
said nothing and did nothing because of a presumption that somebody else
would eventually take care of the situation. That unwillingness to take action
when a problem was perceived cost me two hours of my vacation time and a
quarter of my work day in a part of the country where researcher expenses are
very high.

A few years ago I telephoned a special collection at one of the universities in
southeastern Michigan. I asked if the facility had a particular journal for a cer-
tain time period. The response was affirmative. I said "Great! I'll be down
[south] to look at it." The next Saturday morning I drove 63 miles to visit this
library and archives with the purpose of examining the periodical. When I got to
the stacks, I found the magazine I wanted locked in a caged area. I could actual-
ly see the volume on the shelf through the chain-link barrier, but I could not
gain access to it.

When I asked the staff to unlock the caged security area and retrieve the book
for me, I was told that nobody had a key on weekends. Access to the periodical
could be obtained only between 9:00 and 4:00 Monday through Friday (even
though the facility was open seven days a week), so I had to make a second trip
to the collection in order to see the periodical. As a researcher, it would have
been helpful if this fact had been mentioned to me at the time I asked the library
if it had the title for which I was looking.

Observations

The situations I have mentioned are just some of the bad experiences I have
had as a researcher. One should not conclude from these vignettes that my
research has been one unbroken trail of tragedy. I can also cite examples of ref-
erence service that have gone far beyond what one would normally expect from
any institution. But inferior action, not superior conduct, is the focus of this arti-
cle. Based, then, upon these and other unsatisfactory events, I can make a few
generalizations about reference and information specialists.
1. Too many are poorly informed about the contents of their holdings, knowing

little more than what their basic computer screens or generalized written
descriptions tell them.

2. A number of service personnel are not solicitous or helpful, viewing cus-
tomers more as a nuisance or distraction, rather than as their main reason for
being employed.

3. Apparently, many of our colleagues who work with users seldom do research
themselves and do not know what it is like to be on the receiving end of ref-
erence service.

4. Individuals who deal with the public sometimes do not focus properly on the
question being asked, and rush to make a business-ending response without
checking the relevance, accuracy, and thoroughness of their answers.
A few years ago I told these stories and made these observations to a group of

archivists. My purpose in doing so was to speak as a fellow professional about
some shortcomings that I have witnessed in our craft. Sharing my experiences
and impressions would, I hoped, prompt all present to review their own pro-
grams to be sure that they contained no elements that could add to my tales of
researcher woes. The reactions to my presentation were as surprising as some of
the events themselves.
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Instead of using my encounters as the basis for a beneficial self-examination,
some of my colleagues chose to blame the victim for the episodes. The first
responder, for instance, stated that the problems I encountered as a researcher
showed that I apparently did not know how to write proper letters of inquiry.
This statement was made despite the fact that, to my knowledge, she has never
seen a letter written by me and, in any event, even a poorly written letter
deserves a reply.

The next archival observer said that my difficulties as a consumer of informa-
tion services might be attributable to the fact that my research tends to be "out
of the mainstream." This hypothesis was put forward even though I never men-
tioned what subject(s) I was investigating when each of these incidents
occurred. Furthermore, such a position seems to say that reference people can
be expected to properly handle only simple, and not unusual, requests.

The last commentator, in an apparent effort to defend our profession
from criticism, noted that, in contrast to what might have happened to me, he
had never experienced such things while doing his research. Despite this
remark, and seemingly in contradiction to it, he did concede that nearly every
genealogist who has visited an archives could probably tell sorry tales similar
to mine.

If these reactions to accounts of bad or deficient reference service are typical
of our fellow practitioners, then the archival profession will have a hard time
recognizing that it may have some problems with customer relations. Denying
that such difficulties exist, or trying to attribute them in some way to the client,
will simply ensure the continued presence of flawed policies, practices, or pro-
cedures.

In some businesses one can find a sign that essentially says, "If you liked our
service, tell others. If you didn't like our service, tell us." The archival commu-
nity should learn a lesson from this attitude and not dismiss criticism of the pro-
fession by trying to discount the source or rushing to excuse such examples as
those mentioned in this article. It is possible that we can learn nearly as much
from the feedback of our customers as we do from our trade literature, courses
within our discipline, and fraternal gatherings.

What, then, do researchers want from our profession? They do not care how
many letters are after an attendant's name, nor do they care if the person offer-
ing assistance is a certified archivist. They do ask that their human contacts at
any institution:
1. Answer their inquiries, whether by mail, telephone, or in person.
2. Respond to their requests promptly. A turn-around time of one week for non-

visiting clients is a reasonable goal for most repositories (that is to say that
within seven days of the receipt of a request from an outside source, a reply
of some sort should be made).

3. Make sure that the replies to their questions are complete and accurate.
4. Treat them like they would want to be treated if they were the ones conduct-

ing research.
These are fair and simple rules of conduct for reference persons to follow.

Any qualified archivist-with proper expertise in the accommodation of cus-
tomer needs and with sufficient institutional support-should have no problem
meeting these standards. But if we public service specialists cannot fulfill these
basic requirements, then the next time we are telling amusing or incredible sto-
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ries about some of our patrons, we should not be surprised to learn they are
telling similar tales about us.

Solutions

What can an archives or special manuscripts library do to avoid being used as
a bad example in an article such as this? The best defense against such an indig-
nity is to remain focused on the main mission of most historical collections:
public service. This principal purpose is accomplished first by processing and
organizing collections in such a way that their contents are comprehensively
described (usually to the folder level) so that staff and patrons alike have full
and detailed intellectual access to the material. In many ways, a reference per-
son is only as good as the descriptors, finding aids, inventories, or databases
upon which s/he must rely.

Secondly, all institutions must recognize the significance of reference people
to their clientele as well as to their own images. Probably no other position in
our profession has more contact with the public. Through this interaction, refer-
ence staffs assume a disproportionate role in defining the public perception of
our craft and establishing the reputations of their employers. Those colleagues
who daily aid the consumers of our products do, by their behavior and perfor-
mance, to a large degree determine the impressions that people form of the
archival community and the importance of its work.

Reference people are the ambassadors that archives use to represent them-
selves to the "outside world." In this capacity, staff serve at various times as
hosts, teachers, tour guides, security guards, promotional agents, and customer
service specialists, among other roles. With these wide-ranging responsibilities
and frequent public exposure, no institution can afford to make reference a low-
level priority without risking serious damage to its name. With few exceptions,
the most crucial interface between records keepers and their constituents will
occur in the archivalreading room.

Given the important nature of this high-visibility position, the individuals
selected to perform public service should at least be ones who enjoy working
with and assisting others. In addition, they should be the kind of people who are
motivated to read on a regular basis (and on their own time, if necessary) the lit-
erature that is generated about the practice of reference techniques and the
material published about the particular subject areas in which their collections
specialize. Finally, those chosen for reference duty should be among the most
experienced on the staff because so much of the business must be learned on the
job.

However, not all reference skills can be acquired through practice, exposure
to public contact, or by reading literature pertaining to our trade. Archival ser-
vice techniques can be enhanced by attending training sessions and workshops
that focus on the subject, or by pursuing self-improvement efforts through
instruction at the college level. Within this educational mix, a number of refer-
ence staff will find themselves in situations where reports and papers are often a
course requirement. Writing class assignments (and, later, even articles) based
upon the holdings of one's own institution will, in the course of conducting the
necessary research, do much to improve an archivist's familiarity with the col-
lections over which s/he presides.
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Those individuals who feel their reference performance is deficient-but
who, for some reason, cannot use occupational training or advanced education
to build their skills-may be able to improve their situations by finding a
respected information provider who will agree to serve as a mentor. In this
regard, I was fortunate to replace one of the best public service specialists in the
business. Inheriting her philosophy of conscientiously attending to the needs of
clients, being exposed to her effective research techniques, and acquiring the
highly efficient and well organized operation she had developed over the
decades was most beneficial for me as one just starting out in the profession.

Receiving, as I did, a smoothly functioning reference unit from a predecessor
is most helpful, but it cannot prevent the service of that office from deteriorat-
ing somewhat when the veteran specialist leaves. The former employee's famil-
iarity with the holdings will be unmatched by his or her replacement for many
months or years. To conclude as fast as possible the period during which a new-
comer is learning about the collections, I suggest that the successor spend any
free time (usually meaning lunch breaks and weekends) systematically examin-
ing every map in the archives and reading the descriptions of every processed
accession. This extra effort will be very rewarding to any person who wishes to
maximize the degree, accuracy, and speed with which they can respond to
researchers' needs.

Skilled reference personnel, assisted by good paper or electronic inventories
and by location guides with extensive scope and content notes, could have elim-
inated many of the unfortunate encounters I had when visiting archives and spe-
cial collections. But even if these basic ingredients are in place, difficulties can
still arise if an institution has poor control over its external communications.
This deficiency, I believe, accounts for the lack of any response to so many of
my letters and telephone calls.

To prevent patron requests from being lost or forgotten, archives need only
develop a consistent, organized system for handling such inquiries. Any tele-
phone call that is not fully dealt with while the patron is on the line should be
written up on a work sheet for completion at another time. Before ending the
conversation, name, address, phone number, and other particulars should be
reviewed with the customer to double-check for accuracy. Later, when the
client's question is finally answered, the work sheet should be filed as a record
of what was done, by whom, and when.

Letters of inquiry should be handled by one person who is responsible for
coordinating all actions dealing with correspondence. This monitoring job may
include such activities as logging in and out all requests received by post,
assigning them to staff for action, proofreading draft responses, and arranging
for such clerical duties as typing and filing. This level of control is necessary if
any heavily-used institution wants to be certain that the business it conducts by
mail is handled in an efficient and comprehensive fashion.

Another element of customer relations that should be watched carefully
comes under the heading of truth in advertising. Some of the bad experiences I
had were attributable to people trying to oversell their programs by promising
or implying more than their collections could deliver. It is fine to try to stimu-
late business by encouraging people to use our holdings. That effort, however,
must take care not to over-enthusiastically entice clients to visit under what sub-
sequently turn out to be unintentional false pretenses.
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A related facet of the truth in advertising problem, springing from equally
innocent origins but just as damaging to the reputation of an institution, is a
false sense of authority on the part of the reference staff. In some instances I
have had public service personnel tell me, from what they thought were accu-
rate memories, that their holdings contained certain materials germane to my
research. It was only after driving to their facilities that we both learned their
recollections were wrong. To prevent these distressing situations from occur-
ring, it is better to take a few minutes to check the original sources in question
than to risk wasting a few hours or even days of a trusting customer's time.

On other occasions, the information providers were probably correct in
recalling the existence of certain materials but, when required to produce them,
they could not remember which collection(s) held the item(s) of interest to me.
Their efforts to track down the desired records might have been more successful
had they learned from previous researcher contacts. When, in the course of
serving a client, things are encountered that are not reflected in the existing
access tools, a note should be made of the discovery and the fact placed in some
kind of collections management system. At the State Archives of Michigan, we
began forty years ago to put these kinds of data in a quick-reference file for
future use. Today, this means of rapidly finding obscure information in our
holdings has grown from annotations on a number of 5x8-inch cards into fifty-
three circulars covering a wide variety of subjects.

In fairness to some reference staff, their inaccurate characterizations of the
available materials or their inability to find things attributable to their collec-
tions could have been the consequence of poor access tools to the institution's
holdings. Inadequately described collections, or deficient information retrieval
systems, can make even a good public service employee look bad. However,
when reference specialists are handicapped by the existence of poorly processed
materials, the situation seldom results in a client being wrongfully encouraged
to visit an archives. Instead, because the reference person has not been provided
with a clear picture of the archives' contents, inquiring patrons are usually told
that nothing of pertinence exists. As a researcher, I frequently wonder how
many resources I have missed because my contact person at a given repository
did not have the means necessary to find extant materials for which I was look-
ing.

Another method of preventing or correcting inferior reference performance is
to seek input from outside sources about the quality of services being provided.
This can be done through the use of such simple techniques as a suggestion box,
patron comment cards, or researcher exit questionnaires. For more elaborate
efforts, archives associated with governments, universities, or even large corpo-
rations can approach their controlling entities and request that trained staff from
appropriate offices within the institution do a systems analysis or a performance
audit of reference operations.

A less elaborate way of evaluating reference service is to compare one's own
techniques with those of other establishments. This can be done naturally in the
course of conducting personal research, or just by visiting other institutions and
observing how they deal with clients who telephone or appear on site. Seldom
have I gone to another archives without discovering something bad that I want
to avoid in my behavior with clients or something good that I want to make a
part of my reference routine.
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Conclusions

Good reference service is not a difficult goal to achieve if it is given a high
priority by any facility. But when, in the allocation of resources and emphasis,
public service begins taking a back seat to more glamorous but less essential
aspects of an archives' functions, then institutions risk becoming negative sub-
jects of researcher lore about unforgettable experiences. Conceding that anyone
can make mistakes that result in customer irritation, my experiences tend to
indicate that the worst offenses occur at those places where reference activities
are considered to be of secondary importance.

The attention of some facilities apparently gets drawn away from archival
fundamentals and on to more high-profile, but peripheral, undertakings. The
best and most experienced staff are given other assignments, deemed to be more
significant by management, with reference duties falling to less skilled individu-
als. Even when a talented person is left to function in a reference capacity, often
the only way they can be rewarded for outstanding performance is to be promot-
ed out of direct contact with the public and into an administrative position.

This article has been written as a warning signal that some institutions need
to review their commitment to serving the needs of researchers. When these
thoughts-and the bases for them-were expressed to fellow archivists a few
years ago, the words seemed to be discounted as being somehow in error, exag-
gerated, or the product of my own peculiar circumstances. To the contrary,
however, the flawed conditions I described were probably somewhat mitigated
from the norm because most of the institutions I dealt with knew I was a col-
league and were possibly on their good behavior or giving me favors as an asso-
ciate. One can only speculate on the kind of treatment received by the general
public who cannot benefit from the advantages of extended professional courte-
sies.

Ignoring or discounting the messenger in this instance does not eliminate the
problems recounted here, but simply ensures that they will continue to exist
and, perhaps, even grow. This mild note of alarm comes from a supporter of the
archival community who has the best interests of the profession in mind when
raising the issue of inadequate reference service. If the cautionary words of an
ally and promoter of our mutual cause are disregarded, then even less likelihood
exists that the complaints expressed by outsiders will be heard. Should the con-
structive criticism of friends and constituents be taken seriously, however, it is
quite unlikely that archivists will have to read an article like this in the future.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: For the past twenty years, Le Roy Barnett has been
employed as Reference Archivist for the State Archives of Michigan. He is the
author of about fifty books and articles, most relating to Michigan history. Dr.
Barnett is a certified librarian and a certified archivist.
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STRANGERS IN A STRANGE LAND:
ARCHIVAL OPPORTUNITIES

IN A MULTINATIONAL
CORPORATION

PAUL C. LASEWICZ

ABSTRACT: As more American organizations form foreign operations, few
possess sufficient knowledge of the international records environment to man-
age effectively the documents these new operations create. This knowledge gap
can have potentially catastrophic consequences. And yet it also provides a
unique opportunity for a proactive corporate archivist to significantly enhance
the utility of the archives. By globalizing the archives-i.e. participating in an
initiative to identify and address a multinational's international records needs-
corporate archivists can become a vital component of their organization's inter-
national risk management program.

Life Imitates Art?

A storyline in a comic book details an alien invasion of earth that went
awry-because an archivist, a lowly cog in a tremendous information net, was
not appreciated. This would-be alien hero, whose unique skills enabled him to
catch a fatal flaw in the Great Leader's invasion plan, was gunned down by
Palace Guards when, in his excitement, he foolishly forgot his station and
rushed the Large One to bring him the news. "He's but a minor archivist," stat-
ed the fearless leader dismissively. "Whatever he had to say can't have been too
important."'

For want of a valuable piece of information, a planet was lost. Such are the
fortunes of galactic conquest.

There is a corollary to this futuristic crisis in the world of modem multina-
tional organizations. A retired President of Coca-Cola, a company which does
sixty percent of its business internationally, once said "In this day and age, he
who has the information fastest and uses it wins." 2 This point should not be lost
on corporate archivists, whether they work for a multinational commercial enti-
ty, or non-commercial organizations that have international operations. It is no
surprise that the standardization of a corporation's records cycle will facilitate
the flow of information, thereby streamlining operations, limiting exposures,
and reducing expenses. What might be news to corporate archivists, however, is
that there are new roles they can play in this flow. By proactively globalizing
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their archives-that is, lobbying for and acquiring records from foreign opera-
tions-they can positively impact the organization's bottom line.

Enough Rope to Hang Yourself.
The International Records Environment

What kind of an impact? From a basic cost perspective, consider this:
Records storage costs internationally are generally much higher than they are in
the United States. In Japan, for example, costs at Japanese commercial records
centers run about 2.5 times U.S. prices. Clearly, any results that you produce in
reducing material stored in foreign countries-either through the implementa-
tion of more efficient retention schedules or by merely accessioning existing
holdings into domestic storage-will likely produce savings.'

From a tax perspective, there is the dreaded Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
regulation 6038A, which pertains to U.S. companies that are at least 25 percent
foreign-owned, and to overseas companies that are at least 25% foreign-owned
and do business in U.S. markets unless 1) U.S. receipts are less than $10 million
and 2) payments to or from overseas companies are less than $5 million and 10
percent of U.S. gross income. The impact this regulation has on records man-
agers is that the IRS now forces companies that fall under the parameters of
6038A to retain basic accounting records, profit/loss statements, pricing docu-
ments, reports to foreign governments, ownership records, and non-sales trans-
action records for a longer retention period than the foreign codes require.
Incredibly, these records series can account for up to 50 percent of a corpora-
tion's records by volume. The regulation also states that any document the IRS
requests must be delivered within 60 days, even if it involves transporting the
item to the U.S. Additionally, if the document is not in English, it must be trans-
lated.4 This regulation generally applies to the tax years 1990 forward. If a com-
pany does not meet its obligations as defined by 6038A it could be opening the
door for some stiff penalties.

It is also important to remember that a multinational is subject to more than
one tax policy. Each country has its own tax regulations which carry their own
retention requirements. In addition, no company is safe from audit until the var-
ious tax agencies close the tax year-and there is often no set period for that
closure because it is a negotiated agreement between the agency and the compa-
ny. In this light, informed and accurate record-keeping is a must in the interna-
tional tax environment.'

From a regulatory perspective, consider the requirements of the Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act, which applies to every company registered with the
Securities and Exchange Commission, and is designed to prevent bribery of for-
eign officials by multinationals. Passed in a post-Watergate atmosphere by
Congress in 1977, the FCPA was a response to reports of massive-improprieties
by large United States companies operating overseas. One company reportedly
authorized $59 million in contributions to Italian political parties; another was
presumed to have invested $4 million with a South Korean party; and yet anoth-
er reputedly spent almost $400,000 flying in 'voters' to swing elections in the
Cook Islands. A Senate committee report estimated that nearly 400 U.S. compa-
nies, including 117 of the Fortune 500, made "corrupt" foreign payments
totalling hundreds of millions of dollars.
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So the FCPA was passed to force multinationals to clean up their act in the
international business arena. In order to remain in compliance with the FCPA, a
company's records-defined quite broadly as "accounts, correspondence, mem-
oranda, tapes. disks, papers, books and other documents or transcribed informa-
tion of any type, whether expressed in ordinary or machine language"-must be
maintained in accordance with good records management principles, so that
they will accurately and fairly reflect international transactions and be readily
accessible in case of an audit. Corporations found guilty of violating the FCPA
can be fined up to $1 million.6 This is another records parameter that allows lit-
tle room for inefficient recordkeeping.

A similar argument can be found in the realm of international trade agree-
ments and regulations. The 1993 North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) requires all exporters or producers of a good to maintain "all records
relating to the origin of a good for which preferential tariff treatment was
claimed" for a period of five years. Failure to produce the required documenta-
tion on request could result in a firm losing its preferred status and therefore
forced to pay import duties or higher tariffs.

A more prevalent stricture is the European Community's requirement that
all multinational companies selling products or services within its borders com-
ply with the International Standards Organization (ISO) 9000 Series of
Standards. The 9000 Series is a quality assurance program, and ISO 9004 states
"The quality management system should establish and require the maintenance
of a means for identification. collection, indexing, filing, storage, maintenance,
retrieval and disposition of pertinent quality documentation and records...
Quality records should be retained for a specified period in such a manner as to
be retrievable for analysis in order to identify quality trends...While in storage,
quality records should be protected from damage, loss, and deterioration due to
environmental conditions."

Although the ISO standards were originally designed for use in the European
economy, companies worldwide have increasingly sought ISO 9000 registration
as a competitive advantage. Experts predict that by the turn of the century over
400,000 firms internationally will be registered. Here in the United States, over
2000 firms were registered by mid-1994.7 In this light, good records mainte-
nance becomes a business necessity not only for companies targeting foreign
markets but for firms operating in the domestic economy as well.

From a risk management perspective, proactive archivists can help lower the
chances of a repeat of the Union Carbide Corporation (UC) experience in
Bhopal, India, where a poisonous gas leak from a UC subsidiary's factory killed
more than 2000 people and injured more than 200,000. Not only was UC's
headquarters unfamiliar with the Indian plant's operations-an information gap
that contributed to the disaster-but that same lack of information hampered the
corporation's ability to respond to the event. A disaster recovery plan based on
accessible documentation of the plant and its societal environment would have
been invaluable in both cases.8

From an historical perspective, archivists can obtain and save materials that
will have increasing significance for their company and scholars as the evolu-
tion of a global marketplace continues. Although history tends to be de-empha-
sized in a fast-paced, forward-looking corporate environment, it has strong mar-
keting appeal in parts of the world that have cultures dating back millennia.
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Documenting international activities in these societies almost constitutes a cul-
tural imperative, and will have significant utility in internal and external mar-
keting efforts in years to come.

And what is now a cultural imperative may soon be a legal one. European
governments have as early as 1921 enacted legislation to protect items they con-
sider vital to documenting their cultural heritage.9 Generally, these laws had lit-
tle effect on business records, since businesses rarely put their records up for
sale. But that lack of relevance may be changing, if a recent Norwegian law is
any indication. This piece of legislation, which went into effect in January,
1994, states that business records are considered cultural resources, and there-
fore are subject to the purview of the Director General-Norway's equivalent of
the United States Archivist. If a multinational's records have been identified as
having special preservation value it will be subject to certain restrictions, such
as being required to notify the Director General of any changes in ownership,
location, or risk management issues. The Director General can force a corpora-
tion to maintain certain levels of preservation maintenance, and even prevent it
from taking original documents out of the country. It is expected that the origi-
nals will be transferred to the National Archives, where they will eventually
become government property. If a multinational needs to transfer information
out of country, it will have to make copies at its own expense. Currently, there
is no established enforcement procedure for this statute-but that does not mean
there will never be one.' 0

There is also the whole litany of standard arguments for preserving informa-
tion: reduced legal exposures, contributions to planning and decision-making
processes, and so forth. These issues are clearly as relevant for the foreign activ-
ities of a multinational as they are for domestic operations.

Undoubtedly, many corporate archivists would consider the arguments above
to be good reasons for globalizing their company's record management pro-
gram. But they may feel globalization is beyond their own reach due to limited
budgets, space constraints, labor constraints, lack of influence within their orga-
nization, and sheer disinclination. However, changing conditions may make it
worthwhile for archivists to take another look at the issue.

A Corporate Gap, or an Archival Opportunity?

Although the United States has more multinational corporations than any
country in the world, and North America has the world's largest and most
advanced records management community, attempts to expand records pro-
grams to cover international activities have not been very successful. Aside
from the petroleum industry, in which detailed exploration and production
records are integral to the success of the individual companies, most efforts to
globalize records keeping have, in the words of one analyst, been "sporadic and
infrequent."" And even in the petroleum industry great discrepancies can exist
within just one corporation's records program. At one midwestern oil company,
for example, the technical records are highly automated and well integrated into
the information flow, while administrative and organizational documents lan-
guish in a limbo of widely separated and often inaccessible locales.' 2

A number of reasons explain why a multinational might have difficulty with
its international records. The experience of Aetna Life and Casualty, an
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American insurance and financial services giant that has been active in interna-
tional markets since 1960, will serve to illustrate several key problems.' 3 The
first is that multinational management philosophies often produce decentraliza-
tion by encouraging the autonomy of the foreign subsidiaries. Aetna has strong-
ly followed this precept, preferring to leave the burdens of administration and
execution to local management. Aetna International's home office staff is cur-
rently around fifty people, which works out to about one home office employee
for every one hundred foreign staffers. By way of contrast, Aetna's home office
to field employee ratio for domestic operations is about 1:1.9.14

A second reason is that many multinationals are still wrestling with records
management issues for their domestic operations, and therefore they have limit-
ed incentive to take on their foreign operations. Aetna has solid records capabil-
ities, but has not yet developed a centralized corporate records philosophy.
While customer and vital records are sent to storage on a regular basis by our
business lines, the transfer of operational documents varies widely from depart-
ment to department. The entire operation is completely client-controlled; the
corporate records manager is relegated to a passive role, and as yet no audit pro-
cess is in place.

A third reason that corporations ignore their international records is that when
multinationals do begin to upgrade their international operations, installing a
records component may not be considered worth the effort. This is due in part to
the fact that in some parts of the world the legal and regulatory environments
regarding records are not highly developed. Indeed, in many countries they are
almost non-existent-an absence that may lead the legal departments and senior
management of multinationals to conclude that a globalized records program is
not important. But as we have seen, that inference could have potentially catas-
trophic consequences.

Countries exhibiting a weak records management infrastructure correspond-
ingly have a lack of in-country records expertise. In addition, these countries
often have limited English-language capabilities, making it difficult to import
and install records programs from corporate headquarters. As a consequence,
the monetary and logistical barriers to establishing systematic records programs
may be considered prohibitive.' 5

At Aetna, a global records program has lagged behind a quick-moving inter-
national business strategy that emphasized short-term, profit-focused acquisi-
tions or partnerships. Until recently no coherent long-term strategy existed that
would have been conducive to a systematic review of support procedures. In
addition, Aetna's international operations have focused on emerging economies
along the Pacific Rim (Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, and Peru), countries where
business law is confined almost exclusively to contracts and the language and
cultural barriers are significant. Complicating the situation is the fact that some
of Aetna's foreign ventures were minority partnerships, which meant that any
administrative advice would become a political football-it becomes easy to see
why the thought of systematic records management never became a high pri-
ority.

The significance of all these barriers is that most corporate information man-
agers have been isolated from the issues involved with international records,
and they are now faced with the intimidating prospect of having to scale a steep
learning curve in a very short period of time. The existence of this learning
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curve, however, is an opportunity for the intrepid corporate archivist. By proac-
tively confronting the issues involved, the archivist has a chance to join a van-
guard that is going where none have gone before.

Exploring the Unknown: Strategies for Making It So

In the corporate environment, the best way for a non-player to impact the
decision-making process is to be the recognized expert-an in-house authority.
Unfortunately, the prospective expert will not find a clearly defined body of lit-
erature in the field of international records to tap. What information that does
exist is extremely specialized, hard to find, and even harder to access.' 6 A search
of archival literature will turn up nothing of use, and while more information is
available in records management literature, it tends to de-emphasize the archival
perspective. For example, one records manual puts forth the less than flattering
view that business archives "are more likely to include relatively innocuous
materials such as...documents having a handsome or interesting appearance," a
reductionist gem that will not be of much help to the archivist making a case to
senior management.' 7 Information science journals tend to touch on internation-
al issues more often than records management publications, but they typically
ignore the records of multinational organizations.

Admittedly, the absence of any archival writings on the subject of interna-
tional records goes a long way towards explaining why this essay takes a
records management bent. But it is arguable that given the dearth of globalized
records programs in multinationals, any archival attempt to collect international
documents must incorporate a records management component in order to max-
imize its impact. So this lack of a narrowly-focused archival perspective in the
literature may in fact be a blessing, as it will force entrepreneurial corporate
archivists to broaden their outlooks.'8

A lack of knowledge, however, may be the least of your worries. Without the
support of senior management, no globalized records program can ever expect
to receive the authority or the resources it needs to succeed. So when planning a
strategy to convince corporate executives of the crucial need for the project,
make sure your arguments are sound and your facts persuasive. A top priority
must be to identify current trends in the organization that may help buttress the
notion of a globalized archives: expense reduction; initiatives to bring the cor-
poration into full compliance with its fiscal, legal, and ethical obligations; possi-
bly even employee diversity. Another priority would be to anticipate any politi-
cal obstacles such a program would face, such as biased executives, territorial
managers or departments, or poor relationships with the foreign subsidiaries
and to devise methods of circumventing them.

Your strategy must also take into account the resources a corporate archivist
has or may reasonably expect to get, as these define the services an archives can
offer. These services may range from merely initiating a records retention
thought process, to participating in program design and implementation, to
overseeing a complete records program. Since most organizational decisions are
compromises between current needs and available resources, it follows that the
role of a corporate archives will reflect a balance between these two drivers. For
example, if reducing overseas storage costs is the primary objective for the
company, then it is possible the archives could be involved in a large-scale
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transferral of records to domestic facilities. However, if reducing legal exposure
is more important, then the archives' participation could be to help identify and
store a more selective group of materials specifically chosen to head off legal
problems.

The strategy also has to take into account the archives' relationship with the
international operation, as that may influence the credibility of any proposal
originating from the archives. If the international division is unfamiliar with the
archives-the quality of its work and its relevance to the division's business
goals-then it is unlikely that the archives will be able to work its way into the
international records cycle. If this is the case, however, the persistent archivist
can develop ways to overcome this obstacle. One technique is to offer to serve
as a centralized marketing library for the division, collecting every marketing
item that each subsidiary produces so that the division can avoid redundant
creation efforts and lessen legal exposure. A substantial secondary benefit of
this approach would be the development of a collection that would document
the evolution of international sales strategies. Another technique is to organize
and facilitate a group of multi-lingual employees willing to donate their time to
help with the translation needs of the division.

Lastly, in order to be viable, the strategy has to take into account the business
needs of each individual department in the division, recognizing that the records
implications of those needs might not even be fully articulated as yet. Careful
thought should be given to these needs, for it is quite likely that archival input
can shape not only the role of the archives, but the end result as well. The issue
of corporate diplomacy is crucial, for an archivally-initiated program may tread
on the toes of the records managers and anybody else who feels a custodial obli-
gation to the documents. It may also tread on the toes of the foreign staffers as
well, who will quite likely resent home office interference. This problem may
become even more of an issue if your company does not completely own its for-
eign subsidiaries. For once, an archivist's relatively small corporate stature may
prove beneficial: Employees of a foreign subsidiary may be more favorably dis-
posed to a personal request from the archivist for records than another adminis-
trative dictum emanating from a faceless home office. It may prove that the his-
torical preservation "carrot" is a more effective ploy than the records manage-
ment "stick"!

When planning for a globalized program, the archivist will necessarily need
to confront a Pandora's Box of issues. For example, who should be the primary
users of the collection: the employees of the affiliates, the home office staff, or
both? What does this mean for location of the repository? Should it be left in-
country-where costs might be higher, staffing less trained, and compliance
more difficult to enforce-in the belief that such a resource would be most used
and best managed by those who are closest (physically as well as culturally) to
the documents? Or should it be centralized in the home office, where it would
meet the administrative needs of the parent company, and be more accessible to
other affiliates (possibly from similar cultures) who may be able to study the
material in order to improve their own operations?

Clearly, acquisition, arrangement, and description decisions will be dictated
by the needs of the primary users, but problems can emerge when dealing with
the business and cultural needs of widely divergent constituencies. Is there any
way to provide outside researchers equitable access to the collection if differing
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standards of sensitivity are involved, or to prevent the inadvertent release and
use of information that is harmful to one of the constituencies? Should the staff
be multi-lingual? In what language should the finding aids be created? How can
the legal and regulatory interests of the subsidiary and the parent company be
met if only one can possess the originals at a time? And how can the security of
the documents be overseen when they are on loan thousands of miles away? We
tend to take standard archival policies as self-evident and immutable, but almost
every one becomes a political and logistical land mine when translated into the
international environment.

The only way to safely negotiate these mine-fields is through carefully craft-
ed policies based on as comprehensive a scan of the operating environment as
possible. In order to ensure that the project fully meets an organization's needs,
the policy-making team should be composed of individuals from a variety of
disciplines ranging from legal specialists to records management to business
managers. However, since corporate archivists are by training uniquely quali-
fied to anticipate the entire spectrum of issues that could arise, they alone can
provide the kind of over-arching vision necessary to the success of multidisci-
plinary projects, and therefore should play a substantial role in shaping the pro-
cess.

No amount of planning, however, can fully anticipate all of the potential
glitches in the system. That is why it is imperative that archivists work to elimi-
nate any unreasonable expectations that management, users, and staff may have
in order to prevent irreparable rifts from forming. Education is the key to lower-
ing these initial expectations. Specifically, portraying the records retention man-
ual as an evolutionary document leaves latitude for change. In fact, evolution is
a built-in aspect of records retention: As any records manager will tell you, a
successful program will include a biannual or even quarterly review that assess-
es effectiveness, redresses grievances, and implements new policies that are
needed to address changing conditions in the records environment.

Finally, the crowning piece of the strategic plan should focus on the fiscal
impact of the program. The archivist should be armed with solid estimates of
initial costs, and should also provide detailed estimates as to the cost of main-
taining the program based on several different levels of anticipated annual
acquisition volume. Obtaining price information for storage and staffing costs
from targeted countries will be difficult, but essential. These figures will pro-
vide a basis for comparing overseas and domestic expenditures, and ultimately
may influence the selection of the records repository site. The unique nature of
servicing international users means that referencing the information after it has
been stored will be expensive--courier services, international mailing and call-
ing rates, and even bulk reproduction charges should not come as a surprise to
officials. Since every unanticipated cost will undermine the credibility and per-
haps the longevity of both the archivist and the program, particular attention
must be paid to this facet of the planning process. And of course any estimates
of potential fiscal benefits that would be derived from the administrative, legal,
fiscal, and historical use of the materials collected under the program could only
serve to strengthen the proposal.'
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A Brave New World...
or A Cruzado Saved is a Cruzado Earned

In the corporate world of the 1990s, where every expense is subjected to
increasing scrutiny, any plan calling for increased expenditure has to be com-
pletely justifiable. Despite this trend, however, the opportunity exists for a
proactive corporate archivist successfully to plan and implement a globalized
records program by building a watertight case for the old adage, "Pennywise,
pound foolish." Still, tapping into international records will not be easy. The
corporate archivist will need to be diligent, dogged, and more than a little
Machiavellian just to sell the idea, let alone create a program out of a far-flung
network of culturally diverse entities.

But globalizing the archives of a multinational corporation is far too impor-
tant to leave to the trickle-down progression of document flow. If an organiza-
tion participates in the international arena then its archives needs to be there as
well, for the savings could be enormous. And as any archivist knows, the ability
to make a contribution to the bottom line goes a long way toward justifying the
existence of a corporate archives.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Paul C. Lasewicz is the archivist for Aetna Life &
Casualty, one of the nation's largest stockholder-owned insurance and financial
services organizations and a multinational with subsidiaries in Asia, South
America, and Europe.
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Standards for Archival Description: A Handbook. Compiled by Victoria Irons
Walch. Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 1994. 320 pp. Indexed.
Bibliography. Softcover. $25.00 SAA members/$30.00 non-members.

When I entered the archival profession more than twenty years ago, there was
scant attention to standards for description. We had general principles, and
examples of "how we do it" at the Library of Congress, the National Archives,
the University of Minnesota, or the Michigan Historical Collection. The com-
mon wisdom was that, beyond a general consensus of what elements should be
included in a proper inventory or register, the finding aid system for an individ-
ual repository was the product of local needs and practice. The situation quickly
changed. Within a decade the possibilities of information exchange via biblio-
graphic networks (particularly RLIN and OCLC) and the use of stand-alone or
networked computers for description, caused the standardization of descriptive
practices to become a necessary goal.

This book is a benchmark showing the change in descriptive practices over
the past decade. Virtually all of the standards described in this volume have
been adopted or significantly modified since 1984. Eighty-six standards are
described in one to two page entries, and another 157 are briefly cited. The
book also demonstrates the interrelationship of modem archival description
with the practices of librarians and other information science professionals. As
noted in the introduction (p. 4) only forty-one of these standards were "devel-
oped primarily by archivists or with significant archival participation."

Chapter topics range from cataloging rules, finding aids, authority control,
and information interchange formats to codes, labeling and filing, and statistics.
Each chapter has a narrative introduction, and entries of individual standards
include information on the development, approval, and maintenance of the stan-
dard, scope and structure, related standards, archival applications, and refer-
ences to archival and other relevant literature. The introductions and biblio-
graphical citations are particularly useful as they provide critical analysis of the
usefulness and applicability of a given standard. Just because a "standard"
exists does not mean that it should be used in all cases. Also important are the
names of developers, publishers, and distributors.

Most archives are, will be, or hope to be in the business of sharing descriptive
information about their holdings though a computer-based descriptive system. It
is therefore essential that archivists communicate effectively with those persons
who develop and maintain those systems. These standards help provide a com-
mon language among information professions. Consequently, this volume
should be on the desk of any archivist who needs to negotiate with those who
develop and maintain systems that include, or hope to include, archival materi-
al. Conversely, it should also be on the desk of any non-archivist with the same
hopes.
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The book also will be useful for archivists considering the development of
purely in-house systems. Even where no exchange of information is anticipated,
it is simply more efficient to look into an already existing system before
expending time and money to develop a local system, for example, to describe
graphic images.

Standards are not static. Some, like the Name Authority File or the Subject
Heading list from the Library of Congress, are constantly under revision.
Archivists who have this volume in their working libraries may want to anno-
tate their copies as existing standards are modified and new standards are adopt-
ed. Hopefully, SAA will seriously consider publishing revised editions of this
book as needed.

The book is a benchmark for the current state of archival descriptive stan-
dards. As such it is very useful. However, it is also an evaluative tool. Do these
standards meet archival needs? If not, how can archivists modify or replace
existing standards? Do we need additional standards, and if so, what is the most
effective mechanism for their development and implementation? Knowing what
exists will help archivists plan an agenda for the future. If there are inadequa-
cies in the existing standards, then the archival profession should take that as a
challenge to do better.

Christopher Densmore
State University of New York at Buffalo

Corporate Archives and History: Making the Past Work. Edited by Arnita A.
Jones and Philip L. Caitelon. Malabar, FL: Krieger Publishing Company, 1993.
211 pp. Indexed. Illustrations. Hardcover. $24.95.

Corporate Archives and History: Making the Past Work contributes to a bet-
ter comprehension of the value of corporate archives. It is intended to present a
brief summary of the worth of corporate history illustrated through a number of
case studies that can help corporations in developing an archives/records man-
agement program.

This volume emerged as a result of a series of seminars on corporate archives
and history with a broad range of topics applicable to the establishment of busi-
ness archives. It is part of an ongoing series of publications supported by the
National Council of Public History.

The collection of essays has several audiences. The book furnishes informa-
tion to managers with chief responsibility for records on how corporate archives
departments have formed, how archives programs can be directed in a cost-
effective way, and how they can be used by different parts of the company. This
piece is a complementary addition to curricula in archives and public history in
universities and colleges. Furthermore, the book demonstrates how corporate
archives can improve comprehension of the role of business in everyday life.

The book is separated into four parts: I. Getting Started: Recent Case Studies
on the Development of Business Archives; II. Managing the Corporate
Memory; III. The Corporate Archivist: Professional Concerns in a Changing
Environment; IV. The Usable Past. Each part is divided by a number of individ-
ual essays.
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The first selection in part I, "The Practice of History in Corporate America:
Business Archives in the United States," by Philip Mooney, gives a sketch of
the evolution of corporate archives in the 20th century, although it needs to be
updated. One of the archives programs highlighted has been discontinued for
more than five years. Nancy M. Merz, in "Starting an Archives: Texas
Instruments as a Case Study" and Sally L. Merryman in "Developing the Texas
Instrument Archives" together present a sound case study illustrating how out-
side consultants can initiate an archives program and then transform the
archives from an outside consultant-based management to an internally run
department.

Harold P. Andersen uses "Banking on the Past: Wells Fargo & Company" to
cite the versatility of services provided by a corporate archives to internal and
external customers. "The Aerospace Corporation Archives: Preserving the
Common Thread" by Edward L. Galvin characterizes problems in founding an
archives, within a thirty year young company, based on the company's own
research needs rather than because of public access or marketing needs. Paula
M. Sigman, in "Putting the Mouse to Work: Management Strategies at the Walt
Disney Archives," stresses the dangers faced by a mature archives when the
threat of merger or management change looms on the horizon.

While no two archives are the same, many have similar threads. There are
common problems and needs that most managers will eventually address in the
evolution of archives development. Part II describes several of these commonal-
ties. Philip L. Cantelon, in "'If Only We Had Talked with Before':
Oral History and the Corporation," comments on the fragility of human remem-
brances in a world of mergers and management moves. Oral histories should be
viewed as supplemental to the written record as a way to enhance corporate
memory. "Access Policies for Corporate Archives," addressed by Anne Van
Camp, deals with the continuing problem of who should have access to corpo-
rate archives-employees, the public, scholars? An access policy, as well as an
approved retention schedule, provide essential parameters for access in a corpo-
rate setting.

Pennie Pemberton illustrates in "Arrangement and Description of Business
Archives" the need for established procedures in arranging and describing an
archives collection. In "Disaster Recovery Planning for the Corporate Archives"
Julia Niebuhr Eulenberg illustrates how adept archives management comprises
routine conservation needs on a daily basis as well as planning for unexpected
disasters. Shelley Bookspan, in "Corporate Records and Environmental
Liability in the Era of Superfund," expands on the role of corporate archives in
providing defensible background information for law departments. In "The
Impact of Automation on Our Corporate Memory" Richard N. Katz and
Victoria A. Davis delve into the role the business archivist faces in the ever-
changing world of technological advancements.

Starting part III, "An Historical Look at Business Archives," by David R.
Smith elaborates on the history of the development of the corporate archives.
Smith warns us that, throughout time, the business archives is continually
vulnerable to management that perceives an archives as a needless part of con-
ducting business. Philip F. Mooney, in "Resources for Corporations: An
Archival Primer," outlines how a company should address staffing a new
archives with a trained professional. "Credentials for Corporate Archivists:
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Changing Perspectives and the New Professional," by Frederick J. Stielow,
argues that the increasing computerization of business records and the increas-
ing extent of archival education will have a substantial impact on the status of
the corporate archivist in the future. Anne Millbrooke, in "Internships: An
Employer's Perspective," describes internship programs as a cost-effective and
valuable tool in the output of professional-archivists. Nancy M. Merz's
"Archives and the One World of Records" stresses the need for archivists and
records managers to rely on each other in the promotion and management of
information in a business setting.

Part IV focuses on the value of materials found in corporate archives and
their specialized uses. Although ten years old, "Present Value of Corporate
History," by George David Smith and Laurence E. Steadman powerfully dis-
cusses how history is an indispensable part of a company's culture and identity.
In "How a Research Organization Can Put the Past to Work" Spencer R. Weart
outlines the unique problems organizations oriented to scientific research face
in maintaining historical records. George David Smith argues in "Why
Companies Can't Afford to Ignore the Past" for a more professional approach
on the part of management for historical accuracy in serving clients' needs
while maintaining high professional standards.

The volume ends with four appendixes that contain the National Council on
Public History Ethical Guidelines, A Code of Ethics for Archivists, the Code of
Ethics for Certified Records Managers, and list of addresses of professional
organizations helpful to those interested in corporate archives and history. A
nine-page index is found at the end of the book.

Corporate Archives and History: Making the Past Work is a rich source of
information for the beginning corporate archivist as well as the seasoned man-
ager. As the business archives field continues to expand this book will prove to
be a necessary handbook for archives development and management. It is a wel-
come addition to business archives literature.

Liz Holum Johnson
H.B. Fuller Company

A Guide to Women's History Resources at the American Heritage Center.
Compiled by Jennifer King and Mark L. Shelstad. Laramie, WY: American
Heritage Center, University of Wyoming, 1994. 45 pp. Indexed. Softcover.
$3.00.

From 1895 to 1935 Dr. Grace Raymond Hebard, a suffragist, lawyer, histori-
an, librarian, and University of Wyoming professor, collected source materials
on the history of Wyoming, the West, emigrant trails, and Native Americans
that formed the nucleus of what was to become the American Heritage Center.
Her work was taken over by university librarian, Lola Holmsher, who estab-
lished the Western History Collection at the University of Wyoming in 1945.
The name of the collection was changed to the American Heritage Center in
1976 to reflect the national scope of collecting.

This modest guide (45 pages including preface, introduction, and index) is a
fitting tribute to the work of Dr. Hebard. A photograph of Hebard graces the
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cover and a quote by Hebard appears on the title page: "You know out in
Wyoming we have had woman suffrage for fifty years and there is no such
thing as an anti-suffrage man in our state-much less a woman." The guide
highlights women's papers in the American Heritage Center, giving name, title,
dates, size, and a brief description of each collection, ranging from the papers of
radio and television series stars Ozzie and Harriet Nelson to the records of the
American National Cowbelles (an organization of ranchers' wives). Poets, west-
ern novelists, journalists, and writers of western history are well represented,
along with screenwriters and radio script writers. In fact, the largest collection
comprises 460 cubic feet of radio soap opera scripts by Anne and Frank
Hummert. Several ranchers are included, along with a smattering of conserva-
tionists, consumer advocates, teachers, and actresses. The Grace Hebard quote
on the title page led me to expect holdings on the women's suffrage movement,
but apparently Hebard's own papers and some vertical files are the extent of
suffrage holdings.

Producing such guides can provide the impetus to repositories to uncover hid-
den sources on the history of women, as did the Schlesinger Library's Revealing
Documents. This seems not to have been the case at the American Heritage
Center, where the compilers apparently selected only the more obvious sources
for women's history-women's papers, family papers, and husband-wife col-
lections, along with a few organizational records. It is surprising, to say the
least, that of the 8,000 collections in the American Heritage Center only 142
contain significant material by or about women. And only three organizations
are included: the Cowbelles, the Wyoming Division of the American
Association of University Women, and a hospital auxiliary. Were Wyoming
women not joiners? Or has the American Heritage Center chosen not to collect
the records of women's organizations?

The guide's index is quirky at best. It consists of the main entry for each col-
lection, supplemented by a number of broad subject headings. These subject
headings seem to have been chosen with little consideration of the fact that as a
guide to women's sources, certain topics may be of particular interest to
researchers likely to use it. For example, there is no entry for women's suffrage
or the equal rights amendment, each of which is mentioned in at least one
record, yet the subject headings dams, frontier army, and geography are includ-
ed. Cattle trade and sheep industry are rightly included, but homesteading is
not, despite several collections containing accounts of the experiences of
women homesteaders. Correspondents are not indexed, so one must read
through the guide to discover that letters by Grace Hebard and Wyoming gover-
nor (and first woman governor in the United States) Nellie Tayloe Ross, are
contained in the papers of Cora Beach. (Index entries for Hebard and Ross refer
only to their own papers.) And finally, there are no index entries for abortion,
family planning, human sexuality, or the Association for Voluntary
Sterilization, each of which might lead a researcher to the papers of psycholo-
gist Medora Steedman Bass.

Such criticisms aside, the guide will nonetheless be a valuable tool for the
American Heritage Center. While it may seem superfluous in an era of ever-
expanding electronic access, a guide such as this can be widely distributed to
diverse users, including those who do not have access to national databases such
as OCLC or RLIN. A printed guide is easy to use, requiring little or no instruc-
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tion on the part of the archivist. The guide itself is a means of advertising the
existence of online bibliographic records, containing instructions on how to
access the Center's records on OCLC and CARL, and via the Internet.

And while the guide has the drawback of any printed guide, in that it will
soon be outdated, it will certainly draw attention to the fact that the American
Heritage Center collects sources on women. This attractive guide will be of use
in any collecting program, and will likely encourage the donation of additional
papers of women and their organizations.

Karen M. Mason
Iowa Women's Archives

University of Iowa Libraries

Preserving Archives and Manuscripts. By Mary Lynn Ritzenthaler. Chicago:
Society of American Archivists, 1993. 225 pp. Indexed. Illustrations, bibliogra-
phy, and appendixes. Hardcover. $19 members/$23 non-members.

Preserving Archives and Manuscripts is an excellent "one-stop", guide to
preservation planning and procedures for archival collections. It forms part of
the Society of American Archivists' Archival Fundamentals Series, and it will
serve as a useful survey of the topic for archivists unfamiliar with preservation
as well as a valuable reference source for those with more preservation experi-
ence.

The world of archives preservation has changed a great deal in the ten
years since Ritzenthaler's Archives and Manuscripts: Conservation (part of
SAA's earlier Basic Manual Series) was published. Preserving Archives and
Manuscripts provides a long-awaited update to that volume. While elements
have been retained from the original publication, the book's structure has been
reorganized to reflect new directions in the field (sections on planning and set-
ting priorities are now found near the beginning), sections have been added
(e.g., preservation photocopying and microfilming), and information has been
updated throughout. Those who own the original volume should consider
acquiring this one, in part because it also identifies procedures that are no
longer widely accepted in the preservation community (such as the use of thy-
mol for in-house fumigation).

The book is composed of ten chapters and eight appendixes, along with an
index. After a short introduction, the second chapter sets forth strategies for
implementing a preservation program. Practical suggestions are given for set-
ting program goals, performing surveys, setting priorities among potential
preservation activities, budgeting, and assigning personnel. The author's
approach, which I think is effective, is to first highlight the elements of a preser-
vation program by discussing preservation as an isolated function, and only
later (in Chapter 8) to address the integration of preservation into daily archival
activities. Both chapters are essential reading; the latter discusses preservation
concerns associated with acquisition, transfer, accessioning, arrangement and
description, reference services, and exhibition.

Several chapters address the nature of archival materials, causes of deteri-
oration, and requirements for a relatively non-damaging environment.
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Recommended levels for temperature, relative humidity, pollutants, and light
levels are given, and possible compromises between the needs of the collection,
the limitations of the building and systems, and the available resources are
noted. Footnotes (both here and in other sections) discuss important points in
more detail and provide references to excellent supplementary resources. I
would have liked to see more coverage of disaster planning issues in these sec-
tions, but security and protection from fire and water (important subsets of the
topic) are covered, and excellent references are provided for further study.

Other chapters focus on handling, storage and housing, and reformatting of
archival materials. Machine-dependent records (sound recordings, audio and
video tapes, and electronic records) and digital imaging are addressed only
briefly; the author notes that this is due to rapidly changing technologies that
would make much of this information obsolete as soon as it was written.

The book's final chapter, on conservation treatment, provides an excellent
introduction for archivists to conservation treatment philosophy and procedures.
It stresses the decision-making process and the fact that treatment should be one
part of an overall preservation program. The reader should note that some of the
issues covered in this chapter (such as fumigation, paper strengthening, and cel-
lulose acetate lamination) are the subject of some debate in the preservation and
conservation fields. The section on fumigation in particular might have been
further recast to place more emphasis on preventive and non-chemical solutions.
Arguments for and against each activity are set forth, however, and each section
should be read carefully before making a decision.

Appendixes include a glossary of terms; a basic bibliography; instructions for
simple procedures that might be undertaken during processing, such as remov-
ing metal fasteners and encapsulation; and information on setting up a
workspace. Also given are sources for preservation supplies and equipment,
information on preservation and conservation organizations, a list of regional
conservation centers, and a list of funding sources for preservation.

Preserving Archives and Manuscripts emphasizes the importance of a well-
planned preservation program that meets the needs of the archives and its col-
lections. The author is clearly aware that it is essential for institutions to set
preservation priorities and devote scarce resources to those activities that will
provide the most benefit to their collections. She gives practical advice through-
out, and addresses these issues from the point of view of both large and small
repositories. If an archives can acquire only one book on the preservation of
collections, this is it.

Beth L. Patkus
Northeast Document Conservation Center

Guides to Archives and Manuscript Collections in the United States: An
Annotated Bibliography. Compiled by Donald L. DeWitt. Westport, CT:
Greenwood Press, 1994. 496 pp. Indexed. Hardcover. $85.

Guides to Archives and Manuscript Collections in the United States is eighth
in a series of bibliographies and indexes in library and information science pro-
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duced by Greenwood Press. The compiler has intended to have this bibliogra-
phy "bring together in one volume finding aids to unpublished materials" (p.
ix). The compiler recognized that if forms of finding aids other than printed
guides were to be excluded from the publication, a less encompassing and use-
ful bibliography would be created. As such, the work includes-in addition to
printed guides-calendars, directories, inventories, checklists, and registers.
The work, however, does not include exhibit catalogs, edited works of letters or
documents, and dictionary catalogs and guides to foreign archives unless the
dictionary catalogs used primary source materials and the foreign guides were
related to American history.

The heart of the work is, of course, the description for each of the cited
guides. The volume contains 2,062 entries arranged alphabetically under thir-
teen broad subject headings: general collections, business collections, ethnic
minorities and women, federal archives, fine arts collections, literary collec-
tions, military collections, political-collections, professional groups and organi-
zations, regional collections, religious groups, foreign repositories holding U.S.-
related records, and U.S. repositories holding foreign records or manuscripts.
The entries include a standard bibliographic citation and are keyed to entry
numbers. Nearly all of the entries are annotated, describing the content of the
guide, whether or not it is indexed, a cross-reference to second or later editions,
the arrangement of the guide, the quality and quantity of information contained
in each guide, and span dates for the cited materials.

The annotations tend to provide an overallpicture of the repository's hold-
ings rather than details on individual collections, unless the work being cited is
for a specific collection or record group. - Titles for each of the guides are'listed
only once, but they are cross-referenced at the beginning of each subject group
(e.g., the section for military collections contains cross-references to guidVs to
military-related federal records held at the National Archives). The sixty-two
page alphabetical index lists authors, repositories, and subject headings, which
are keyed to the entry numbers. The subject headings used in the index do not
include those subject headings used in the table of contents; thus a user looking
for a guide to oral history or women's history resources will not find them in the
index.

The overall design of any guide or published work bears mentioning since an
attractive and sensibly-planned layout helps to facilitate use. The broad subject
headings and their respective sub-headings appear in bold and in larger type, but
the individual citations appear in smaller plain text, except for each title, which
is in italics. I found the type size for the entries to be too small and a lack of
spacing between the bibliographic citation and the annotation made the entry's
contents run together. In addition to the entry number, having the name of the
author or compiler appear in bold and the title in bold italics could have helped
to identify the entries much more easily. Similarly, I found the index's double-
column format to be difficult to read due to the small type size. A final small
criticism of the volume's design is its lack of illustrations or photographs, which
could have given some visual relief to searching through thousands of entries.

The purpose of printed guides is to describe whatan institution holds at the
time of publication, but information about repositories, such as addresses and
phone numbers, changes and new accessions, and deaccessioning of materials
will also quickly make any guide less accurate. Entry number 1655, for my own
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institution, cites a twelve-page 1949 guide that, with 108 entries, lists only a
fraction of materials that are available for research. With the production of
online catalog records, the holdings of my own and other institutions with pub-
lished guides cited in the work are available in bibliographic databases such as
OCLC and RLIN and in numerous GOPHERs and the World Wide Web. It
remains questionable how beneficial it would be to consult the older guides
cited in the work when online bibliographic records are available. However,
while online access to material seemingly makes printed subject guides obso-
lete, some people, especially inexperienced researchers, still prefer to thumb
through a guide instead of looking up the materials through the catalog records.
In addition, not everyone has access to the bibliographic records located in vari-
ous computer databases.

Archivists and librarians examining this work know that printed guides are
only one form of access to primary source materials. While researchers who
prefer to use this method to locate information might find using this bibliogra-
phy worthwhile, an undergraduate who needs information on how to gain
access to archival materials for a research paper that was due yesterday might
view it differently. A bibliography that refers them to another guide, which
might or might not be available in the nearest library and possibly has to be
ordered through interlibrary loan, is probably a source that they would quickly
determine not to be worth pursuing any further.

Finding aids, whether in printed or electronic form, are created to provide
access to information. The compiler has chosen not to include alternative means
of obtaining access to the information other than printed finding aids. The 1992
Glossary for Archivists, Manuscript Curators, and Records Managers includes
electronic descriptive tools and databases as forms of finding aids. By choosing
to include nearly all printed finding aids and exclude electronic forms of access,
the compiler has missed an opportunity to educate and inform people about
computerized access to collections, which can put a researcher in almost direct
contact with the repository and the specific collection that they wish to use.
Guides to Archives and Manuscript Collections in the United States has unfor-
tunately led the user to other citations, not collections. But if this volume has
helped just one researcher find the information that they are looking for, the
work can said to be a success.

Mark L. Shelstad
American Heritage Center

University of Wyoming

Starting an Archives. By Elizabeth Yakel. Metuchen, NJ: Society of American
Archivists and Scarecrow Press, 1994. 106 pp. Indexed. Bibliography and
appendixes. Softcover. Available from SAA: $25.00 SAA members/$30.00
non-members.

In the last twenty years while this reviewer has practiced the archival profes-
sion, the volume and professionalism of the literature has come a long way.
Gone are the days when the lone archivist had to "wing it" on his or her own
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without the benefit of how-to manuals to ease the transition from beginner to
expert. With a proliferation of private and institutional archives and a subse-
quent growth in our numbers, the profession has been hard pressed to keep pace
with the demand for good, solid literature. Enter Elizabeth Yakel's Starting an
Archives.

In a clear, logical fashion, Elizabeth Yakel leads the reader through the vari-
ous steps involved in establishing a sound historical records program.
Beginning with an introductory chapter featuring three different case studies, in
which she lays the challenges and dilemmas many of us have faced in our own
institutions, Yakel goes on to discuss the guidelines for an archival program.
The body of the book covers planning, administration, collection development,
appraisal, arrangement and description, reference and access, outreach, the
archival facility, and preservation. It concludes with a chapter containing an
excellent annotated bibliography-perfect for the beginning archivist-and
another on archival and related associations which will be of assistance to the
fledgling archivist. Sample forms appear in six appendixes at the end.

One of the strengths of the book is the painstaking, step-by-step approach it
takes to the initial establishment of an archival program. Some of us have expe-
rienced first-hand the lack of planning by our own institutions in their response
to the "paper tiger" and their ensuing bewilderment at the size of the monster
they have created. Yakel's strength is that she begins at the very beginning-
emphasizing the thought and planning which need to initially be part of estab-
lishing an archives program. So often, lack of planning leads to failed archival
programs or those which do not meet the high standards of the profession.
Yakel emphasizes the "look before you leap" approach.

Starting an Archives is exactly what it states itself to be-an introduction
from the ground up to establishing a historical records program. Its overview
gives the beginning archivist or interested party guidance and general informa-
tion on exactly what lays in store. In each chapter Yakel is careful to suggest lit-
erature in the field that provides more comprehensive coverage of that particular
topic. Photographs and examples abound throughout the text to provide the
beginner with the necessary information and "feel" for the archival setting.
Italicized definitions of critical terminology, set apart in boxes, appear through-
out the text. The book also addresses the issues surrounding the latest technolo-
gy in automation, including digital imaging, and effectively applies current
business management emphases to that most basic of archival functions-set-
ting up an archives.

Starting an Archives. Manna from heaven? Most definitely! Manna for all?
No. While this excellent guide is long overdue in providing an overview of
archival basics, it is not stated simply enough for the countless one-person his-
torical society volunteers and others on the first rung of the archival ladder. An
even simpler guide needs to be written for them. The volunteer who lives two
hours away from the nearest professionally operated archives, who puts in ten
hours a week supervising a cadre of other volunteers, and who is committed to
keeping the history of his or her small community in that community, may need
something a little more basic.

Elizabeth Yakel has done an outstanding job in capturing the essence of our
profession and synthesizing it in a nutshell. This reviewer only wishes that her
book had been around twenty years ago when she began her professional career
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on a wing and a prayer with the good guidance of her cohorts. It will serve the
archival community well and go the extra mile in introducing many to the perils
and pleasures of that most excellent profession-our own.

Sharron G. Uhler
Colorado Springs Museum
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